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Introduction : Like any other life form on this planet earth, human beings are also adapted to
the particular environmental conditions that they live in. It will be difficult for tropical belt
resident African people to come and settle down in the frigid polar region, but they can do it, as
unlike most other plants or animals, we – as a species – are very adaptable to drastically
different conditions, for one. And the second and more important difference is in our ability and
inclination (even propensity) to change our original environment. From the time we started
agriculture around 10,000 years ago, but much more markedly – from the time the so-called
industrial revolution started – from around 1760 AD, we humans are drastically re-shaping
most of our environment. And often without realizing – to begin with – that the adverse impacts
of these changed environment is affecting us badly, along with most other living beings. Only in
recent times we had realized that these ‘bad’ effects are becoming critical.
With the build-up of agriculture in the initial period of human civilization, we cut down forests,
practiced slash & burn cultivation – increasing both carbon dioxide/monoxide and particulates.
We eliminated large areas of natural vegetation rich in myriad life forms and replaced them
with large scale plantations of limited chosen varieties of plants – disturbing the chains of life.
The diversity of animals in our peripheries was also cut down by our selective domestication
and breeding of preferred species’ (and by drastic reduction in the habitats of other animals not
found to be ‘useful’ to us). But our peripheries were small in comparison to the extents of the
eco-systems we lived in. The population was small in comparison to the environmental capacity
to adjust or compensate, and the scale of our operations were small compared to the earth’s
capacity to take our ‘pollution’ and remove these through the natural cycles.
With the industrial ‘revolution’, both our capacity to exploit the earth’s resources and our
potential to inflict serious damage to the environment increased exponentially. And this was
driven by our ‘discovery’ of the stored energy of FOSSIL CARBON in the form of coal (and later
oil & gas) to power the industrial machineries. Instead of cutting the forest with sickles and
hands, we did it with chain-saws and bulldozers, multiplying the environmental damage a
hundred times. Instead of curving out foot-tracks through the mountains – with hammers and
shovels, for ourselves and our pack animals to pass, we are blasting four-lane highways with
dynamites, pneumatic drills and bulldozers – sometimes starting chain reactions of land slides
and rock falls that slowly decimate the very mountains. Instead of burning a few hundred
kilograms of coal in a furnace to run a pump, we now burn a few million tons in just one
thermal power plant every year – giving us much more ‘power’ and putting out several million
tons of CO2 in to the atmosphere along with a few million tons of ash. In short, the
TECHNOLOGY that we created and continue to create, is increasingly giving us powers to also
destroy the very environment which sustains our lives. And we seem to be hardly prepared to
understand this dichotomy and take responsible actions to stop and reverse this destruction.
The Urban phenomenon : Cities are highly concentrated population centres with large
concentrations of economic activities and large dependence on the surrounding country-side for
all varieties of their sustenance support. Their energy sources, food supply, water sources,
fibres and even the fresh oxygen-rich air (very little green within to re-cycle the large amounts
of CO2 generated), all are supplied mostly from outside their territories, sometimes far outside.
In that sense, cities are like huge octopuses, spreading their feeding tentacles to all sides – far
and wide. In return, they offer a few manufactured products, some livelihoods, some centres of
education, healthcare and ‘culture’, and throw out a huge amount of garbage, toxic liquids and

gases etc – for the surrounding country-side to choke in. And the intensive mining of all these
resources for feeding the cities, leaves the surrounding countryside resource depleted, polluted,
scarred, with shattered eco-systems.
For example - to supply just the 4000 MW of electricity that is Delhi’s average requirement now
in 2009, will take a coal fired power plant that consumes over 15 million tons of coal. This have
to be taken out of a large open-cast mine somewhere in Jharkhand or Orissa or Chhattishgarh,
destroying the lush forests of several square kilometers. A few thousand tribal people living in
these forests have to be forced out of their homes, lands and livelihoods. The rich diversity of
plants and animals in those forests has no voice & few advocates. If the power plant is located
at the pithead, as is the fashion now – for reasons of ‘economy’, another few square kilometers
of rich living eco-system goes away, with plants, animals & people. If we count the associated
mine & power plant townships, the railway lines, power transmission lines, mine & other waste
dumps etc, the total might well touch a hundred square kilometers. Who will calculate the value
of a hundred Sq. KM of rich, mature forests, as a carbon sink, as oxygen generator, as biodiversity preserver, as habitat of indigenous people, as water re-cycler & re-charger … ? There
will be an annual emission of about 38.5 million tons of carbon dioxide (taking about 70% of
carbon and 30% ash in average Indian power coal) – sucking out about 28 million tons of
oxygen from the atmosphere and ‘help’ warm the earth farther. About 4.5 tons of ash will be
produced, out of which about one million ton will fly out as fly-ash, damaging crops,
plantations, forests, fish-ponds and human health in an area of tens of square kilometers. And
the remaining 3.5 million tons will cause havoc closer ‘home’. Heat worth another 4000 MW (in
today’s single-cycle thermal power plants, roughly about 33% of the chemical energy of the
fuel is converted to useful electricity, ~33% is lost to the cooling system, and the rest is lost as
heat of flue gas) will also be released in the local river – by the cooling system – increasing
water temperature significantly and destroying most life that river supported and secondary life
support system dependent on the flora & fauna of the river eco-system. And another 4000 MW
of heat goes out to the atmosphere with the flue-gas, changing the thermal balance of the total
eco-system. Have we ever done a cost-benefit analysis taking all these losses into proper
account and comparing these to the economic benefit of 3000 MW of electricity (1000 MW or
25% of the generated power is lost through transmission & distribution losses) Delhi gets ?
Don’t we need to realize and pay the true cost of the electricity that flows into our homes,
factories and offices ? Here, the larger the consumer’s power demand, the bigger is their
environmental subsidy – paid for by the poor tribal people uprooted from their forest homes.
And this loot of the poor and marginalized and their environment – is mediated by the
government and industry in equal measure, in the name of ‘development’ !! Who will
compensate the thousands of up-rooted tribal people, the countless voice-less animals and
plants? Many such struggles to reclaim their lost or stolen environment are developing in India
and elsewhere – not only against power projects and mines. There are naked attacks on the
poor people’s environment and livelihoods – in the name of SEZs, for new ‘townships’, for
chemical & petrochemical ‘hubs’, for the luxury resorts of the rich, for swanky new airports. The
4000 MW coal fired power plants destruction of forest environment is being repeated in
countless other places. In a smaller scale, the beach resort being built for the rich at Bambolim
in Goa (like in thousand other places of natural ‘beauty’), by acquiring green-covered village
land, cutting down over 5000 coconut palms, drawing out the ground water through powerful
pumps and beating back the protesting villagers with police and goons, is a replication of all
these wrongs, of this loot of the poor people’s environment.
Inside Cities : But because of the concentration of capitalist ‘economic’ activities, what
happens within the cities is also discriminatory, unjust and unethical. Consider the same mine
and power plant townships. The ordinary workers will be exposed to very large loads of dust,
chemical fumes and respirable particles – day in and day out. The mine and coal washery

workers, and those in the area where the stack gases come down will be affected the most.
Acid rain in the area is a distinct possibility with high sulphur coal. The engineers & managers
will have their air-conditioned offices having filtered air – venturing only occasionally to the
dirty work areas. The big bosses will probably be in the head office – far away from the dust &
grime. And the actual consumers of this electric energy – 1500 KM away in Delhi – will boast of
the clean electrical energy that they are using, and campaign against the ‘dirty’ wood & coal
that the poor use in their chulhas, in the neighbourhood slums.
As ‘development’ progresses, with a small segment of the people getting richer – both in the
township and in Delhi, bigger diesel powered SUVs will increase in number – spewing out large
amounts of disease causing respirable fine particles in the face of two-wheeler riders,
pedestrians and footpath shoppers. More poor children will suffer from asthma, as we see in all
such cities today. The occupants, the polluters themselves will have the shield of particle
filtering ACs fitted, of course. More mobile phone needs means more and more cell phone
towers will come up right in front of residences – frying the hapless people with kilowatts of
microwave radiation – nonstop. After all, ‘development’ cannot stop – can it? The increasing
amounts of solid waste that the consumers generate will be dumped – where else but in the
poorer localities. You see, the land price in the higher end consumer areas – those who
generate the maximum amounts of waste - is so high. The poor has to settle closer to these
unlivable areas, in search of some thing of value that the rich cannot see, and eke out livings
out of re-cycling the ‘waste’ and creating wealth out of these. And any semblance of a livable
environment for these poor will disappear, another among innumerable cases of stolen
environments. If the big city’s toxic habits become too much for its own comfort, the courts
will be moved to shift these ‘hazardous industries’ to the ‘outskirts’ – the people living there can
live happily with these toxic hazards, it is assumed !! Another way of stealing the living
environment of the poorer people.
Is this the kind of environment destroying ‘development’ that we all want? Do we all enjoy this
loot of resources from the poor people’s land – from as far as we can spread our grabbing
tentacles? Are we happy with these devastations of our natural environment – not only in the
cities, but in our villages and forests? And most importantly, how do we recover our stolen
environment? Not only the green house gases in the atmosphere, but many of these very
uncomfortable questions are also civilization’. If and when do we learn and change, might well
determine in what form our species survives its own poison.
====================================================

The Basic Science of Global Warming & Climate Change
=======================================
-- Soumya Dutta, Bharat JanVigyan Jatha, Delhi Platform
1. Weather, Climate and Climate Change
WEATHER and CLIMATE are phenomena that take place within the lower part of our gaseous
atmosphere. The orbital motion of the earth around the sun, the solar radiation input itself,
earth’s surface characteristics – both land & water, profoundly influences these, by differential
heating of the air mass, and by putting water, its vapour & other fine particles into the air, and
by determining how much sun-energy each square meter of surface gets. The lowest 10-15
KMs of the atmosphere, the Troposphere containing over 90% of total atmospheric mass, is
the place where all weather phenomena takes place.
The collective state of different atmospheric parameters at a place - temperature (max /min),
relative humidity, air-pressure, incident solar intensity (insolation), wind speed & direction,
cloud cover, rain/snow-fall etc – which keeps changing with time - constitutes its weather.
Climate is the larger scale manifestation of weather patterns, and is generally within some
broadly known values of these parameters, based on the season and the region of the earth
being considered. So, the Polar Region’s climate is drastically different from that of the
tropical belt region (between the Tropics of Cancer & Capricorn), which is the warmest belt,
and where the lower half of India (Bhopal to south) is located. Within any climatic region,
different parts may have different weathers in different seasons, based on its altitude,
windiness, closeness to large water bodies, amount of sun-light received, extent of green
cover and other factors. Thus in the same season, Hyderabad in Telengana region may have a
markedly different weather from Vijaywada in coastal Andhra Pradesh, as their altitudes &
closeness to sea differs, though the linear distance might be only about 250 Kilometers, and
the two are in similar climatic zone. Similarly, Begalooru has a different weather from its
surrounding areas, in large part because of its higher altitude.
Weather records of many places within a region, over many (at least 30) years, gives
an average measure of the climate of that particular region of the earth. Weather and
Climate records of different parts of the earth have been documented over the last 150 years
or so and are now known to some degree. Thus when any of the parameters – like average or
mean temperature, average moisture content, average annual precipitation (rain, snow, hail)
etc. undergo a significant change from the long-term recorded range (spread of max. and min.
values for that season and place), there is said to be a change in the climate. For example,
look at the table below, which shows the monthly average maximum and minimum
temperatures as well as rainfall in Delhi region, averaged over several recorded years,
typically 30-60 years for Delhi.
Weather averages for Delhi, India
Month

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct Nov Dec

Average
21.1 24.2 30.0 36.2 39.6 39.3 35.1 33.3
high °C (°F) (70) (76) (86) (97) (103) (103) (95) (92)

33.9 32.9 28.3 23.0
(93) (91) (83) (73)

Average low 7.3 10.1 15.4 21.5 25.9 28.3 26.6 25.9
°C (°F)
(45) (50) (60) (71) (79) (83) (80) (79)

24.4 19.5 12.8 8.2
(76) (67) (55) (47)

Precipitation 20.3 15.0 15.8 6.7 17.5 54.9 231.5 258.7 127.8 36.3 5.0 7.8
mm (inch)
(0.8) (0.6) (0.6) (0.3) (0.7) (2.2) (9.1) (10.2) (5)
(1.4) (0.2) (0.3)
Source: Indian Met Department - December 2007

TABLE 1
The Delhi summer of 2008 – particularly May & June - were much cooler than this recorded
average, and the rainfall was also significantly higher. Also, If you look at the average
January temperature in Delhi for 2008, they were lower than the long-term average in Fig. 1 !
And the no. of days that had rain in Delhi this winter (days when it rains at least 2.5 mm), was
also significantly less. In 2008, the monsoon arrived 14 days ahead of the long term recorded
date of 29th June, and the July rainfall was significantly less than the average value ! Again, in
the summer & early monsoon months of 2009, the actual recorded rainfall is far lower than the
long-term average. And the monsoon is not arriving in Delhi region even after over 2 weeks of
the ‘appointed’ date of 29th June ! These should qualify as clear indications of change in Delhi
region’s climate (though Delhi, at 1483 Sq. KM, would be rather small for having a climate of
its own, it has a distinctly different climate from its surrounding areas, partly because of heavy
urbanization, and the urban heat island effect). Similar reports are appearing for many other
regions of India (and the world), from both climate-monitoring data as well as the rural
communities, whose observations, more often than not, are very valid. Take a look at this
recent report in Hindu, about the all important monsoon rainfall data, so vital for India’s
agriculture & food production -Major shift in monsoon rainfall pattern
P. Sunderarajan
THE HINDU
Analysis of monsoon over the past 100 years shows significant trends
Rainfall over Kerala showing a significant declining trend
Contribution of July rainfall decreasing
August and June rainfall increasing
NEW DELHI: There has been a major shift in the pattern of rainfall during the southwest
monsoon season (from June to September) in recent years. This is one of the findings of an
analysis by scientists at the India Meteorology Department's National climate Centre at Pune.
Another is that rainfall over Kerala, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand has been showing a significant
decreasing trend, while that over coastal Andhra Pradesh, Rayalaseema, north interior
Karnataka, Madhya Maharashtra, Konkan, Goa, Jammu and Kashmir, west Uttar Pradesh and
Gangetic West Bengal is showing a significant increasing trend. While the contribution of July
rainfall to the overall monsoon exhibited a significant decreasing trend, the contributions in
June and August exhibited a significant increasing trend. …………
The findings are significant in the context of the global phenomenon of climate
change. The southwest monsoon is very crucial considering that on an average it accounts for
74.2 per cent of the country's annual rainfall. Within the monsoon period, rainfall during July is
all the more important as it has a great bearing on agricultural activity in the country. ………
2. What is Happening to the Climate ?
The records of weather for many regions of the earth – particularly in the more industrialized
western nations – have been kept for the last 150 odd years. Thus, the climatic conditions of
those regions for the past 150 years are fairly well known. Almost all these areas are showing
significant deviations from the recorded averages, in increasing frequencies. And that is
exactly what is happening also with the average temperature of the earth as a whole
(and also with rain-fall in different regions). Over the last few millennia - after the last
ice-age ended around 11-12 thousand years ago – the global annual average temperature was
rising slowly, as the earth is in an inter-glacial (between two ice-ages) period and also with
rising human population & energy consumption. But in the last 100 years, it has gone up by

nearly 0.8 degree Celsius, from around an average of 13.6 degree Celsius in 1905 to about
14.4 degrees in 2005 (see top diagram of Figure 1 –> figures 1,2,4 taken from IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report). A rate of rise that is unmatched in the past half-million years or more of
the earth’s history.

Fig. 1

The recorded changes in the different parameters of the earth’s climate system tell a
disturbing story. Temperatures rising all over the globe, rain-fall patterns going haywire, lifegiving rivers drying up, Himalayan and other mountain glaciers fast losing their snow covers /
mass, lands losing their essential moisture and loosing fertility. Look at the large scale
changes that have already taken place – in the figures below.

FIGURE 2
To add to this, ---- 10, if not 11 of the last 12 available-record years (1995 --2006) were amongst the 12
warmest years since regular measurement records were kept from around the year 1850 !
-- Only five summers ago, over 20,000 people died due to heat exposure in the unusually hot
summer in Europe – an unprecedented happening. Southern Europe now faces heat-waves
almost every year.
-- Britain – situated at a higher latitude, has faced ‘unprecedented’ rain-fall and flooding (the
average precipitation in Britain has increased by several mm every decade, over the last few
decades), as was faced by Mumbai and India’s west coast.
-- In the Cyclone season of 2006 (Sept. – Nov 2006), the no. of depressions and cyclonic
storms over Bay of Bengal were almost twice the annual average.
-- The rising seas are consuming many low-lying coastal lands and poisoning coastal fresh
water sources all over (see 2nd diagram of Fig.1 – a rise of >18 cms in 150 years), well
documented in the Sundarbans in West Bengal or Kendrapara in Orissa, but also in Tamilnadu,
Andhra Pradesh and elsewhere – all in India. Over 250 million Indians live in the larger coastal
regions of the country. And many low-lying osland nations are staring at the real and
immediate possibility of total submergence of their nations physical limits. People of Tuvalu &

Mauritius are preparing to abandon their countries and looking for settlements in Australia &
elsewhere. Bangladesh is estimated to lose 20% of its land by the end of the 21st century at
the latest, leaving over 20 million climate refugees to be ‘rehabilitated’.
-- Forest fires are increasing in strength & spread in many places –-Europe, California, Cina,
Mongolia, S-E Asia – even in the Alaskan region - due to increasingly dry weather that
prevails over longer times, making vegetation tinder-dry. Over the last few years, you can see
large parts of Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand sub-Himalayan forests burning away every
summer, causing farther warming and pollution in these fragile environments.
-- Many Himalayan Glaciers has lost over 22% of their snow-ice mass over the last 40 years
(see the 3rd diagram of FIG. 1). These feed rivers for nearly half the people of India, and
helps irrigate the rice & wheat bowls in Punjab, Haryana and western Uttar Pradesh. The rate
of glacial depletion itself is increasing.
-- Large parts of Arctic Sea were ice-free in the last two northern summers. This is heating-up
northern latitudes faster, by positive feedback, due to water’s much lower albedo
(reflectance). As white ice disappears, less sun-light/heat is reflected back into space, and
more of it is absorbed into the ocean, warming it farther and causing an even faster melting of
the remaining ice, which causes even more heat absorption ……… This is the feared positive
feedback mechanism of warming.
-- Several fish species – including oil Sardines, are migrating from Kerala’s coastal waters to
more northerly and cooler coastal areas, threatening fisher-people’s livelihoods. Many other
coastal areas are experiencing declining fish catches, putting the lives and livelihoods of
millions of fisher-people in peril, and under-cutting the protein supply of the coastal
population.
-- Many higher & colder areas in the Shivaliks and the lower Himalayas, which never saw any
mosquitoes, are now facing this menace in the summer season. This has been reported from
several other countries, including those in the Latin American Andes.
-- Malaria has spread to places in Colombian Andes as high as 7000 Ft .
-- The flow of ice from glaciers in Greenland has more than doubled over just the past decade,
and is still increasing. There are huge water-pools forming each year – in large nos. and these
are then draining into & below the ice-sheet, thus increasing their sea-ward slide. These icesheets acts as weather controllers, and no one is sure exactly how this change will affect the
world’s weather / climate. But scary scientific possibilities of ocean-current shut-down, miniice age in Europe, unusually hot summers etc are real.
-- Over 275 different species’ of animals in Northern Europe, North America etc, has started
moving their ranges towards the polar region.
-- Several species’ of spring flowers in northern Europe has started to flower up to two weeks
earlier than usual, as reported.
-- Set growing seasons in several parts of India are disturbed, putting enormous stress on
already distressed farmers.
-- Huge glaciers in west Antarctica are speeding up very fast in their journey towards the
(Amundsen) sea, raising sea-levels higher. Two large ice-shelves in the west Antarctic –
Larsen A & B, collapsed with spectacular rapidity in the last 3 years . As a result of all these
ice-sheet melting and warming waters, the sea-level rise is becoming much faster than earlier
predicted in the IPCC studies / modeling exercises.
…….... The list goes on and on.

And these are just the beginnings. Though this 0.8 degree rise in average temperature might
not seem too high, this has serious consequences over a global scale, and the rate of increase
is itself going up. The rate of rise is observed to be faster for the last 50 years than the last
100 years, which is again faster than the last 200 years – on a rise-per-year basis (see the top
diagram of Fig.1 – the slope of temperature graph is steeper from 1950 to 2000, than slope
for same graph between 1900 to 2000). This is the Global Warming driven climate
change everyone is worried about, and it has now become an issue of global top priority.

Figure 3. Major hurricanes compared to total number of tropical storms. The red line
shows the 5-year moving average of the ratio between major hurricanes & the total number of
tropical storms calculated from the best track data of NOAA National Hurricane Center
(HURDAT). The black line shows the ratio after correction of observational bias proposed by
Landsea et al. The green line shows the ratio after correction for a possible observational bias
of major hurricanes before 1910.
And it is not just average temperatures or precipitations etc which are showing irrefutable proof
of climate change. There are clear evidences of climate changes of more violent nature. Large
scale devastating events like Hurricanes / Cyclones are also showing either an increasing trend,
or intensifying in strength. Take a look at Fig. 3 above, which plots the ratio of major
hurricanes to the total no. of tropical storms recorded (red line). Very clearly the stronger
tropical storms /hurricanes have increased in proportion to the total no. of storms. And it is the
‘Katrinas’ and Orissa Super Cyclones, which are going to devastate coastal populations in
increasing frequencies. This trend stands out even after correcting for possible bias of not
counting /reporting major storms over oceans/ seas, and possible ‘reporting-misses’ in the
earliest decades of 20th century and before (black line and green line).
So, the observational and scientific evidences are all irrefutably pointing to one in-escapable
conclusion – that the climate all over the world is changing fast, and in often unpredictable,
dangerous ways. Devastating floods, super cyclones, unprecedented heat-waves, huge forest
fires, disappearance of life-giving glacial-storages, …… this seems to be an unending tragedy.
And these are impacting the vulnerable communities more, irrespective of where they are
located on the face of the globe.

3.

The Human Signature on Climate Change

That brings us to the question – why are climates changing everywhere ? To reach an
understanding of the factor(s) driving these changes, we need to look at long term ‘footprints’ of both human activities, and “fossil records” of the atmosphere over these long
periods. The IPCC 4th Assessment Report on the Physical Science Basis of Climate
Change confirms that the annual mean global surface temperature has increased by about
0.76 degree Celsius in the past century, and puts a “90 % certainty” that the warming has
been caused by human consumption-driven emissions. The chief culprits for warming up the
atmosphere are the so-called Green House Gases (GHGs), and the most abundant of
these, carbon dioxide - have increased in the

Earth’s atmosphere from about 275 ppm
(parts per million) in the pre-industrial
year of 1750 to over 385 ppm now (Fig.4top), the highest in the past 6,50,000
years.
Å FIG. 4
Figures for these past 6,50,000 years have
been deciphered from dug up ice cores
from Antarctica and Greenland - where
falling snow in the distant past have
trapped the atmospheric air bubbles of
those
times
and
preserved
them
unchanged.
To bring into clear focus the driving
factor(s) behind this global warming trend,
let’s place the graphs of global average
surface
temperature
variations
(or
anomaly, not the absolute values) over the
last 150 years (Fig.3) and that of the rise
of atmospheric concentrations of the three
main Green House Gases in roughly the
same period (Insets on
ÅFig.5.

Major Contributors -> CO2, CH4, O3,
halocarbons, N2O, dark aerosols, H2O
vapour

And as can be clearly seen – from around 1910 - the average temperature rises
inexorably, and the rising temperature graph fairly closely matches the rising
concentration of carbon dioxide and other green house gases in the earth’s
atmosphere – with a time lag. And this period of the last 100 odd years saw –
as we all know - an explosive increase in the consumption of both energy and
materials for human industrial / agricultural activities of fossil fuel burning
(contributing CO2, NO, ground level Ozone), deforestation & forest burning (CO2),
cultivation by flood irrigation and fertilizers (NH4 – methane and NO), roughly in that
order of contribution.
Fig.4 & 5 also clearly shows two important ‘imprints’ in anthropogenic climate
impact 1. From about 5,000 years ago, the atmospheric build-up of all three Green
House Gases started showing a gentle but steady rise (1st diagram in
Fig.5),
2. From around 1850 AD, there are sharp up-turns in these build-ups (see Figure
5 insets – note the sharp spike-like rise of all 3 GHGs in the recent past,
indicative of human industrial / deforestation /agricultural origin). Fueled
by coal, petroleum & engines, Capitalist-Industrial society started its fast
ascent.
Human beings invented agriculture about 10,000 years ago, and thus their forest
clearing, bio-mass burning etc increased sometime thereafter. This, in small part,
contributed to the slowly rising CO2 levels in the following millennia. The naturally
warming earth coming out of an inter-glacial might have contributed a much larger part,
by releasing dissolved and bound CO2 – from oceans & land-vegetation. But what
started to happen around 4500 years ago ? This is approximately the time when the
earliest civilizations (Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Harappan, …) started to establish
themselves, with ancient cities consuming large (by the ancient standards) amounts of
fuel wood and bio-mass for non-agricultural purposes also. Burning wood or other biomass, where the fuel-energy is obtained from the carbon content of these, will
release CO2 to the tune of 3.67 times the mass of the carbon burned. Increased
need for agricultural land must have caused large scale forest clearing, contributing more
CO2 into the atmosphere.
And the second land-mark closely follows the Industrial Revolution, when industrializing
western societies started burning huge quantities of “fossil carbon” fuels, mainly coal,
and later – petroleum & natural gas, for running the fast increasing no. of powered
machines.
Producing CO2 does not necessarily mean that all the extra gas will go to and stay in our
atmosphere. The earth has natural processes for both putting-out many gases – including
CO2 – into the atmosphere, storing as well as removing them from it. These are called
Natural Cycles, and the Carbon cycle (sometimes also called carbon dioxide
cycle), Water (or hydrological) cycle, Nitrogen cycle etc are important and well known.
Carbon dioxide, like many other gases, has many sources putting it out in the
atmosphere, and ‘sinks’, or points of removal from the atmosphere. These addition
and removal processes, together with the storages - constitute the earth’s CO2
cycle , and keeps CO2 levels stable in the atmosphere at any given time period.

FIGURE 6
The total net CO2-sink capacity of the earth – shared roughly equally by its land
vegetation and the oceans & seas (both by marine plants & phyto-planktons and by
dissolution) – is estimated to be about 14-16 Giga (billion or 100 crore) tons. If
the total CO2 emission – both from natural & human sources - remains this much or
lower, there will be no CO2 build-up in our atmosphere. But how much are we humans
putting out to the atmosphere in recent years ? The following graph (Figure 7) gives
emission figure from fuel burning (there are other sources like deforestation, land-use
change etc), in million metric tons of carbon. To get the figure for CO2 emission, multiply
by 3.67, which show that in around 2005, the anthropogenic CO2 emission (only
from fuel burning) was about 29 Giga Tons. This in itself is nearly double the total
net CO2 removal capacity of the earth’s carbon cycle ! Add another 5-6 Giga Tons
from deforestation & bio-mass burning the world over, and 2-3 Giga Tons more
from land-use changes (like converting agricultural lands/ forests to mines,
SEZs and townships), and the recipe for disaster is complete. While the natural
carbon cycle can remove only around 14-16 GT of CO2 each year, (this sink-capacity is
now decreasing due to the positive feed-backs of global warming), the “economically
better off” are ‘happily’ dumping most of the CO2, totaling about 36-38 Giga
Tons/ year, into our global common atmosphere !! And it now ‘shows’.

Figure 7 (Global annual burning / emission of Carbon)
In the Earth’s long history (a total of 4567 million years, out of which some kind of
atmosphere existed for over 4300 million years), CO2 and other GHG levels shot up and
came down to different levels, at different points of time – for natural causes like large
volcanic eruptions etc (the “second atmosphere” of the earth had huge levels of these
GHGs). The earth’s surface temperature then adjusted to these new concentrations –
going up (with higher GHG concentration) or down (with high concentration of fine
reflective particulates – like sulphur oxides - in the atmosphere). And life forms (from
around 3200 million years for the first basic life-forms) also adapted to these or died out.
Even the last ice age – which ended about 12000 years ago - saw many life forms
(species) dying out.
BUT, from all the earlier climate changes, there is an important
difference for us this time – WE HAVE CREATED this and are on the knife-edge of this
climate change, and the dawning realization that WE, Homo Sapiens might not have
acted like the “fittest, most intelligent” species on earth that we claim to be. Also, unlike
anytime in the past, the climatic changes are happening at a rapid pace, making all other
life-forms unable to change and adapt in time. As humanity faces this self-created threat
now, we see a looming disaster, uncertain how we will cope with it, and still hesitating to
take bold remedial steps. The classical ‘Ostrich approach’.
4. The Planetary Green House Warming Phenomenon
There are enormous quantities of GHGs being dumped by the capitalist-industrial
societies into the common atmosphere. BUT why does a higher Green House Gas
Concentration in our atmosphere leads to a higher temperature near the earths
surface ? For the answer, let’s have a look at the following pictorial representation
(Figure 8).
Greenhouse Effect of atmospheric gases – causing Global Warming

FIGURE 8
A large portion of the heat-light energy that the Earth’s surface receives, comes from
solar radiation, about 1400 Watts (enough to run your Microwave Oven) per Square
Meter on top of the atmosphere, for normal (90 degree) incidence. A little bit comes from
inside the hot earth itself – by outward convection. About 25 % of incident solar
radiation is reflected or scattered back to space, by clouds, atmospheric suspended
particulates, air-molecules etc, and another 20% plus absorbed by the atmosphere. Of
the remaining solar radiation that falls on the earth’s surface (both solid and liquid), over
80% is absorbed by the surface (both land and ocean), the rest (less than 10%) is
reflected back by surface features like ice-sheets, land-mass, vegetation etc. The surface
heats up slightly by absorbing this incoming energy, and the heated up earth-surface
radiates part of this absorbed heat – towards space - as long wave length infrared
radiation (other parts being used for water evaporation – to run the water or hydrological
cycle, for running the planetary winds system etc).
Many multi-atomic gas molecules – like the GHGs, have the property of absorbing the
longer wave-length infrared radiation – as is emitted by the earth’s surface – to a much
greater extent, than shorter wave-length (and higher energy) infrared or visible light – as
is coming from the sun (because the Sun is at a much higher temperature – 6000 degree
Celsius at the surface). That is why the atmospheric GHGs do not absorb too much of the
incoming solar infrared directly. By absorbing the surface-radiated long infra-red, the
atmospheric GHGs warm up, and in turn – re-radiate part towards the earth, other parts
going out to space. This ‘extra’ re-radiation towards the surface upsets the existing heat
balance (between the in-coming solar heat absorbed by the earth’s surface plus upcoming internal heat of the Earth versus the total of reflected and radiated-back heat
from the earth), and ‘forces’ (‘radiative forcing’) the surface and atmosphere towards a
higher temperature. This is the phenomenon of green-house warming, applied
successfully in growing vegetables, flowers, fruits etc (hence the name Green House,
from the house that grows or keeps green matter) in colder climates. Here, the role of
the infra-red absorbing material layer is played by a sheet of glass, which partly absorbs
the long wave length infra-red radiation that the plants, soil and other things inside the
warm Green House emit. Thus the interior of the Green House gets warmer.

The higher the GHG concentration in our atmosphere, the higher the “average/
mean temperature” of the Earth will be, as if a thicker sheet of glass has been
put on the planetary green-house, to capture more of the re-radiated long wave
length infra-red. Too low a concentration – and the Earth will be too cold to support
many of its present day life forms. Thus the GHGs, in right concentration, helps maintain
appropriate living conditions near the earth’s surface. But if the atmospheric GHG
concentration keep building up – as is now happening on the Earth, many of the ‘stable’
systems and cycles on the Earth might get disrupted, including the ocean currents,
planetary winds, storm systems, dissolution & ‘spewing out’ of various gases in the ocean
waters etc, with a chance of a Run-away Global Warming (aided by many positive
feedback mechanisms, increasing the warming effect by turning effects into causes) –
and we have a ‘burning & shining’ extreme-example right in our sky, the Planet
Venus. Venus’s atmosphere is mostly carbon dioxide with some other toxic gases, and
the pressure is about 100 times earth’s atmospheric pressure. As a result of this thick
blanket of Greenhouse Gases (also partly because it is closer to the Sun), Venus is
burning hot with its surface at well over 400 degree Celsius, hot enough to melt metallic
lead !
5. Ever-Increasing Thirst for Energy Drives This Warming
The GHGs, mainly carbon dioxide (CO2) - is one major byproduct when we generate
electricity by burning fuels, drive our cars, when aero-planes burn ATF to power their
jets, when factories burn fuel to give process heat, and to a lesser extent - even when we
cook, and so on & so forth – as all these fuels contain carbon. Methane – CH4 (major
component of natural gas) and Nitrous Oxide - which are far more powerful GHGs than
CO2 - are generated mostly from agricultural and animal husbandry activities, as well as
from anoxic break-down of the huge quantities of organic waste that our over-consuming
‘civilisation’ generates. Some of these actions are GHG/energy-intensive (like car/jettravel), some are life-supporting (like agriculture) and thus un-avoidable.

FIGURE 9
Also, the disparately huge per-capita energy (largely ‘fossil-carbon’) consumption of
North America and Europe (Fig. 9 above – commercial energy consumption in Kilo Grams
of oil equivalent) is driving most of the GHG build-up. Asia and South America –
including rapidly industrializing China, Brazil and India – are way behind as ‘climate
culprits’ (as the west tries to mark them out), though in the last 7-8 years, China has
increased its energy consumption from ‘dirty’ coal, by leaps and bounds, and have

become the no.1 CO2 emitter in the world today (2009). The western societies have
dumped GHGs into the Global Common Atmosphere for about two centuries now, causing
over 90% of the cumulative GHG build-up.
Even large dam-based hydro-electricity plants in warmer climates, by submerging huge
forest bio-masses under water, which undergo anaerobic decomposition (like in a bio-gas
plant) over the years – release large amounts of the highly potent Green-House Gas
Methane (which is also generated during the livelihood action of flood-irrigation and is
thus increasing rapidly with fast expanding industrial-style agriculture (the so-called
‘green reolution’) – see the 2nd diagram in Fig. 5). Methane is also released by grass/leaf
eating ruminants – mostly cattle, by bacterial action. Another major source of GHG rise is
deforestation, as forests act as CO2 sink by soaking-up CO2 from the atmosphere
to build-up carbon-biomass. Other large CO2 sinks are the photo-synthetically
active phytoplankton mass in the seas and oceans, and the ocean waters
themselves - by dissolving CO2. By some estimates (including the highly mentioned
Stern Review commissioned by the U.K. Govt.), about 1,50,000 Sq. Km. of forests are
destroyed each year, accounting for nearly 18% of the total GHG emissions ! Note that
large scale forest submergence by dam-created reservoirs also remove existing carbon
sinks in shape of the forests submerged. The problem with most GHGs (except water
vapour) is that, once released into the atmosphere, they remain there for many years,
doing their damaging act over and over and over again. In this, they are not very much
different from the Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) like Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs too
are GHGs) which are responsible for the Antarctic and Arctic “Ozone holes”.
Ozone itself is a GHG when present in the troposphere (lowest part of atmosphere up to
about 8 KM high near the poles to 15 KM near the equator), and is created mostly by the
effect of sunlight with the catalytic effect of fuel-burning emissions. Ozone in the
stratosphere – the well known ‘ozone layer’, on the other hand, acts as a ‘cooling gas’ –
opposing the warming effect, by ‘absorbing’ a large part of the incoming ultra-violet
radiation energy. Though the world has largely succeeded in drastically reducing the ODS
emission creating the dangerous ‘ozone holes’ – by implementing the ‘Montreal Protocol’,
ground level ozone is fast increasing due to increasing fossil fuel burning. And apart from
being a GHG, ground level ozone has adverse health impacts on both plants and animals,
including human beings. Many studies reported varying figures of 20 to 40 % crop losses
all around large cities where high ground-level ozone is found, as ozone hinders
photosynthesis to a significant extent.

FIG. 10
And instead of curtailing our energy use, we are marching towards an everincreasing consumption (Fig. 10) and possible catastrophe, if only the “fossilcarbon” fuels lasts that long, the ‘Peak Oil’ (Hubbert’s peak – of oil production)
phenomenon notwithstanding !! On the face of it, it seems that the world is waking up
just in the nick of time, and trying to take some positive action. But observe the
international negotiations in Bali, Ponzan, L’Aquila, Bonn etc, and one is struck by the
cunning efforts of the historic polluters to avoid reducing their dangerous emissions even
at this late period, and try passing the buck to the ‘developing’ countries with large
population instead. They are caught up in the foolish games of Carbon Trading, Offsets
etc, often to the economic benefit of the worst polluters in both the industrialized and the
industrializing countries. What happens to the earth’s eco-systems, and the vulnerable
people totally dependent on this seems to none of their concern. In this, the global
political and economic leadership seems to be failing all of humanity, and miserably so.
6.

Disproving the ‘nay sayers’

During the last couple of decades, there were periodic attempts by several oil-industry
funded scientific-groups, as well as by pseudo-scientists, to first deny the existence of
global warming, and the recorded slight ‘global cooling’ between 1945-1970 (see Fig. 4 &
Fig. 11) came in handy. This was presented as a counter to the anthropogenic (humanorigin) global warming phenomenon. The scientific explanation is that the period under
consideration was also known for very ‘dirty’ industrial and automotive fuels with high
sulphur (in both coal & oil) content, emitting large amounts of SO2 into the atmosphere.
This reacted with atmospheric water vapour to form tiny droplets of sulphuric acid/
sulphates, which are rather shiny. These billions of trillions of reflective droplets along
with heavy loads of other fine particulates reflected a part of the incoming sun-light back
into space (Fig. 10 – dip in Surface Solar Radn is closely matched by the dip in

FIGURE 11
surface air temperature) cooling the earth a little. As fuels became ‘cleaner’ almost
every where in the world from the 1970s to mid-1990s, both petroleum & coal), and
desulphurization of flue gases were started, atmospheric concentrations of SO2 and fine
particulates also came down – resulting in lesser amount of sunlight being reflected back
(Fig. 11 – decreasing Surface Solar Radiation levels of, & Surface Air Temperature rises)
by these particulates. And the ‘temporarily interrupted’ upward march of global average
temperature resumed.
The evidences of the warming are now so strong and numerous, that the focus has
shifted to putting the blame on the Sun. There are sporadic attempts – though
increasingly discredited now – to attribute this by-now-undeniable global temperature
increase to heightened activity of the Sun. The Sun does have an 11 year high-low-high
activity cycle and longer term variations (of tens of thousands of years, due to orbital
variations and axial precession) are also known, that causes periodical cooling or even
major or minor ice-ages - like the little ice-age from around 1650 to the late 18th
century, when most of north-Europe froze. But the “Sun is the cause” proponents hide
the fact that throughout the last 11 year solar activity cycle from 1996 (the solar activity
trough or least activity year) through 2001 (peak solar activity year) to the year 2006
(another trough), and through many such previous cycles, the average global
temperature kept on increasing. After the 2006 solar minimum, the sun has remained
unusually quite, with hardly any sun-spot activity – thus pouring out a little less energy
to the earth and the rest of the solar system (this is visible even now – halfway through
to the scheduled solar maximum of 2011), but the upward march of temperatures all
over the globe has not shown any negative trend, only slowed a little.
Also, the warming-contribution of the Solar Maximum has now been measured fairly
accurately, and the variation found to be about 0.2 degree Celsius from max. to min.
The actual temperature rise is now far beyond this small range, and not at all oscillating,
as it should have done – if caused by the solar cycle. In fact, even during the solar
minimums, the average surface temperature of the earth kept increasing. And these
leave no more denying or sun-blaming with any credibility.
7. The Dangers of Hitting the Tipping Points

There is a further warming built-into the system. The build-up of GHGs causes more
warming of the earth’s atmosphere and surface, but this is not instantaneous. There is a
lag of decades between a particular GHG level in the atmosphere and the full warming for
that particular level. According to scientific estimates, a further warming of 0.5 to 0.6
degree Celsius is built into the earth’s climate system, even if we cut down our GHG
emissions to within the limits of the earth’s carbon cycle now. On top of the 0.8 deg
Celsius rise that has already taken place, this will be dangerously close to the widely
‘believed’ tipping point of 2 deg. Celsius above the pre-industrial temperature. Most
modeling / simulation studies of the complex climatic systems have come up with this
‘tipping point’, beyond which the positive feed backs will keep increasing the temperature
– and the consequent catastrophic climatic change – without needing any further
contribution from our misdeeds. If we go past this 2 deg point, it is shown by the
mathematical models, that the oceans will start spewing out dissolved CO2 (a normal
physical phenomenon – higher temperature water dissolves less gases) into the
atmosphere causing further warming. The huge carbon storage of the permafrost in
Russia, Mongolia, northern China, Green land etc will start releasing both CO2 and the far
more deadly GHG methane, in quantities which are several times the present total
emissions. The ice-free Arctic ocean would keep warming the northern hemisphere, and
expanding the ocean water volumes – to submerge ever bigger chunks of coastal lands
…..
The full story reads like some horror movie in global action. And yet, in spite of all this
dire warnings, the dominating capitalist-industrial economic system of the world keeps
tinkering with incremental change, plays with carbon trading and offsets here & there,
keeps tinkering with small technological changes in energy supply & use. The writing is
clear on the walls – it is time to discard this rotten and dangerous system, and start a
new one based on equity, justice and informed consideration of the primacy of the
earth’s nurturing ecosystem.
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Examining the non-Solutions.
-- Soumya Dutta, Bharat Jan Vigyan Jatha & Delhi Platform
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Defining the problem :The present model of economic-growth oriented “development”, that an
overwhelmingly large part of human society has chosen, and which depends on
massive scale extraction of natural resources – including energy minerals, is
inconceivable without very large supplies of energy, and most of our present-day
energy uses and processes release Green House Gases (GHG). This is because
carbon is a major component in most of our primary energy sources (more per
unit energy for coal, comparatively less for liquid petroleum products - as they
contain both hydrogen and carbon, and even less for gaseous fossil-fuels like LPG
or CNG/LNG) and gives mostly CO2 – the dominant GHG, on burning with the
atmospheric oxygen. Since the global rate at which we are emitting CO2 into the
global common atmosphere – at about 38 Giga Tons in the year 2006 - is much
higher than the earth’s natural carbon cycle capacity to absorb this, the CO2
concentration is building-up in the atmosphere – to levels unprecedented in over
the last half-million years of Earth’s natural history, and the earth’s surface
temperature is also responding , due to greenhouse warming.

Fig. 1

There are a few exceptions to this all-encompassing fossil-carbon fuel use. These
include when we get warm and dry our things in the sun, or the wind
turbines/solar PV cells or other renewable sources supply electricity or
mechanical energy. The large scale use of biomass, including wood, is also CO2
neutral in a sense, as this biomass is part of the Active Carbon Cycle of the earth
(unlike the fossil carbons – coal, petroleum & natural gas), and was recently
produced by ‘soaking-up’ the atmospheric CO2. The otherwise risky nuclear
fission plants uses ‘fission fuels’ like Uranium or Plutonium (fissionable version of
the last is produced or ‘bred’ in nuclear power plants), which are GHG neutral
during the energy conversion process, but still have a large fossil-carbon fuel

requirement in their mining, processing and construction phases. Barring a
handful of countries like France or Japan – with large installed nuclear capacities,
very little of the electricity consumption of the world comes from these noncarbon sources, and much less of the total energy consumed even for these two
countries. The world’s mobility depends on fossil fuels, as do our cooking and
heating & cooling and so on. This entails hugely increasing CO2 emissions into
the global common atmosphere, and as a result, the CO2 level in the atmosphere
is building up at an alarming rate, from the start of the Industrial Revolution,
which jump-started the growth of the present capitalist-industrial society.
Less noticed, but probably more urgent is the barrier of “Peak Oil” (Hubbert’s
Peak – that of global oil production peaking and tapering off), that in some
expert estimates, has already happened in the year 2006, with peak petroleum
production at about 85 million barrels a day. Not everyone agrees about the
exact date or year, but all knowledgeable sources agree that Peak Oil has either
just happened, or is a few years away at most. The same peak is due for natural
gas, with a few more years added. Though both these are also carbon based
energy sources, they are far less carbon-intensive (less carbon per unit energy
content) than coal, as these hydrocarbons contain hydrogen in large measure
(which gives water vapour on burning with oxygen, and though water vapour is a
greenhouse gas, these are quickly cycled out from the atmosphere). Burning
these gaseous-fuels for the same amount of energy generation / conversion will
cause comparatively less Greenhouse gas emission than burning ‘dirty’ coal,
which can probably last a little over a couple of centuries.
2. A look at the False Solutions :Thus from the point of view of preventing disastrous climate change, as well as
that of finding alternatives due to the impending Peak Oil, the world needs to
drastically reduce its CO2 and other GHG emissions. One obvious way is to
reduce the consumption of energy – for those sections of humanity who
are the largest per-capita consumers at present, and also historically.
This means that the industrialized western societies, which historically
has contributed over 90% of the total atmospheric GHG build-up and still
continue to emit a much larger share on per capita basis (Fig.2), has to
drastically cut their carbon-based energy consumption. The average US
citizen has an accumulated CO2 emission or historic CO2 foot-print of about 1100
Tons, in comparison to the accumulated CO2 emission of about 25 Tons for an
‘average’ Indian. Similarly, the current CO2-equivalent emission of an ‘average’
American is about 18.5 Tons per year, in comparison to about 1.3 Tons per year
for an average Indian now. It is another matter that if you look into the
disparities of consumption & emission within the Indian society, the difference
between the richer and poorer sections is almost equally huge. The in-equality
and injustice prevails at all levels – national. Class-based, and in India also
caste-based to a large extent.

FIGURE 2 (country-wise per-capita energy consumption)
Sadly, this apparently straight-forward and wise course of action – of drastic
reduction in energy & material (over)consumption is the least favoured, as it
seems to be in direct conflict with the basic premises of the capitalist-industrial
system of continuously higher-profit, from ever higher production and spiraling
consumption. Thus the burden of ‘solving’ the global warming driven climate
change crisis is falling on finding newer, non-carbon based energy sources. And it
is in these contexts, that the currently fashionable, over-hyped “solutions” of (1)
Nuclear (fission) energy, (2) Bio-fuels, and (3) Hydrogen Fuel, are being offered
by the capitalist-industrial system and the scientific set-ups being fed by them.
Here we will briefly examine each of these three, to find why they are falsesolutions or non solutions to the crisis of impending climate change. We will
examine the biggest non-solution, the market-based carbon / emission trading
separately, as a lot of national & international negotiations centre around this.
A. Logically baffling Hydrogen-fuel :Take the simpler case of the so-called clean Hydrogen-fuel first. There seems to
be a lack of understanding in the case of this highly advertised and over-hyped
option, which is not available in any significant quantity in its free state on the
earth’s surface. It has to be produced from water (or worse – from natural gas) –
as the most used method, spending more total energy to separate it than it will
give on chemical burning (in a car engine or elsewhere). And this separation
energy has to come from somewhere, most likely from ‘dirty’ coal, causing even
more Greenhouse gas emission and lots of particulate & other pollution. In fact,
burning petroleum-derived fuels directly in a car engine is a comparatively
‘leaner’ process, than using the primary energy to isolate hydrogen from water,
and then burn this hydrogen, unless produced with non-carbon energy, like
even-now-very-costly solar or rather risky nuclear electricity, or those being
attempted from solar energy through the biological pathway (or jokingly, piped
from Jupiter, in wildly imaginative science fiction style operation).
Thus,

chemical hydrogen-fuel is more like an electrical storage battery, and not an
energy source in itself.
As for hydrogen as nuclear (fusion) fuel, success in using heavy hydrogen
isotopes of Deuterium and Tritium to get energy in a controlled nuclear fusion
(like that inside the Sun) will give almost limitless energy at very-low-but-finite
GHG emission (primarily from the construction and initial processing stages).
The ‘nuclear hydrogen fuel’ heavy isotopes occur naturally and can be extracted
from sea-water , but after 55 years of international research efforts spending
many billions of dollars, even the technology (achieving energy ‘break-even’) has
not been mastered. The two most talked about recent “Tokamak” type reactors
for demonstrating controlled nuclear fusion – ITER & the Chinese one - are still in
design / construction stage. ‘Electricity’ from controlled fusion – if feasible - is at
least 40 years in the future.
B. The hidden energy subsidies and anti-small farmer character of Biofuels :Another so-called solution now being adopted in large scale is that of producing
liquid fuels from biologically grown plant-produce, which can be burned in
internal combustion engines – replacing petrol / diesel and other petroleumderived fossil-fuels. The idea is that as the plants grow taking CO2 from the
atmosphere, these fuels will be net GHG-neutral. Ethanol and Bio-diesel are the
two bio-fuels being pushed the world over. But there are three serious
questions about the viability of Bio-Diesel or Ethanol, particularly for
countries where ‘un-utilized’ land is at a premium.
1) The amount of land to be taken away from food production or from
forests & pastures (as with the recent bio-fuel agreement between Brazil &
USA), for bio-fuel plantations is a major issue. For bio-diesel blending only
to the extent of 20% of diesel consumption in India, a conservative estimate
shows that over 11 million hectares of land will be needed for Jatropha
plantations ! That is about 110,000 sq. KM - larger than the total cultivated
land area of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal and Uttarakhand combined, which
feeds a large part of India along with supplying large parts of our fruit
consumption. And the return for the small farmer will be a paltry Rs.15,000
/hectare or so, far less than from many other crops. Thus, bio-fuel
plantations will be ‘profitable’ only for large scale cultivators, and this means
corporates & moneyed groups will be promoted. This is already happening,
with thousands of Chhattishgarh small farmers losing land to bio-fuel
companies, and Rajasthan farmers fighting a loosing battle against bio-fuel
land-grabbers.
To replace any meaningful part of total fossil fuel
requirement in India by bio-fuels, a significant percentage of the total
cultivable land will be required. Indian Oil Corporation has already sought
30,000 Hectares (about 300 Sq. KM) in Madhya Pradesh to plant ‘Jatropha’ the seed of which is a source of bio-diesel raw material - as a starter. Note
that, the M.P. govt. has repeatedly indicated that enough land is not
available to even re-settle the Narmada project affected / displaced people !

Where will this ‘pilot’ 300 Sq. KM come from? Though Jatropha, Pongamia
etc can grow in less fertile lands, wastelands don’t support intensive
cultivation of any plant. With attack on agricultural lands from SEZs and
other real estate speculators on the increase, can India afford diverting more
croplands? Particularly with food grain production coming down or near
stagnation and the population increasing ? Bio-fuels will increase the national
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), but put many more small farmers on the
suicide path (remember the similar ‘cotton dreams’ of earlier years, which
resulted in tens of thousands of farmer’s suicides in the last 15 years?). And
what will happen to the bio-diversity of these millions of hectares with a
single exotic species being cultivated intensively? Another Eucalyptus story ?
With over 25% of India’s population going to bed hungry, with 45% of our
children below the age of 5 years malnourished (official figures), land-forfood has to be given priority over land-for-fuel. And the price of food has
already gone up in many countries, with large scale bio-plantations coming
up and consuming the staple food of the poor. This high-lights another
character of bio-fuels –-> Feed The Cars – Starve The Poor.
2) The increasing temperature and the resultant climate change, along with
large-scale chemical pollution, have already threatened both the plant and
animal diversity of our land and waters. According to many biological
scientists, the extinction rate of species has already increased to a hundred
times the normal, background extinction rate. Then what will happen to
the bio-diversity of these millions of hectares with a single exotic
species being cultivated intensively? Another Eucalyptus story – only with
a much larger devastation waiting to happen, just because we cannot
challenge the dominant profit-centric, high-consumption, growth-focused
system of economy & social organization ?
3) Also, the total energy required to grow (water, fertilizers, pesticides, land
preparation …), to transport the inputs and harvests, to process the harvest
into liquid fuel (example - to get ethanol, or ethyl alcohol, starchy/ sugary
plant matter like corn, wheat, barley, sugarcane, potatoes etc is ground/
milled, broken down by enzymes, fermented, distilled & dehydrated – each
requiring energy) and to transport this liquid fuel to consumers, might not be
much lower in comparison to the energy obtained from burning this fuel – at
about 30% efficiency, in a car or bus or truck engine. Here are some
references to recent studies & debates on that Ethanol: Energy Panacea or False Promise?
By-Charles.Q.Choi,
LiveScience
posted:18th
April
2007.
Ethanol: Energy Panacea or False Promise?
Ethanol, more commonly known as drinking alcohol, is touted by some as a viable
alternative fuel for vehicles. Although its energy content is roughly two-thirds that
of gasoline by volume, ethanol is increasingly flowing into gas tanks, with some
one out of every eight gallons of gas sold in the United States containing 8 to 10
percent
ethanol.
Yet there is heated debate among scientists as to whether or not ethanol really is

good for the environment. Studies hint, for instance, that ethanol might guzzle
more energy during its manufacture than it provides, and that it might strain
valuable water resources. Recent findings also suggest fuels high in ethanol may
pose an equal or greater risk to public health than regular gasoline. Critical points
of contention over ethanol regard whether or not creating it requires more energy
than consuming it gives off. Although a great deal of energy that goes into
ethanol comes from the sun, much human effort is also required when it comes to
processing raw plant material to make ethanol. And there are the efforts that go
along
with
farming
and
pesticide
and
fertilizer
use.
Research from applied economist Jason Hill at the University of Minnesota and his
colleagues found you do get more energy from ethanol than you put in it, some
25 percent more. "So there is the benefit of energy gain there," Hill said in a
telephone interview. However, research by chemical engineer Tad Patzek at the
University of California, Berkeley and others finds you get less energy from
ethanol than you put in it, returning just 26 percent of the energy invested into
making
the
fuel.
"Ethanol has this false promise of satisfying our transportation fuel needs," Patzek
said.
Also, ethanol may not cut down on carbon dioxide emissions as much as hoped.
Energy expert Alexander Farrell at the University of California, Berkeley and his
colleagues found that replacing gasoline with corn ethanol would reduce a car's
total greenhouse gas emissions by only about 13 percent, since creating ethanol
in
itself
produces
a
lot
of
pollution.

On top of that, clearing of forests / pastures etc for bio-fuel cultivation in
Malayasia, Indonesia and several other countries has already increased CO2
emission from burning, deforestation etc. Most of the energy needed to harvest
and process the produce to bio-fuel in Brazil is coming from other bio-mass,
whose energy and CO2 emission is conveniently ignored. For those countries
which do not have huge bio-mass surplus (like the US case of converting ‘surplus’
corn into ethanol), commercial energy is being used to process. Same will be the
case in India, where no bio-mass is really “waste”, but goes to enrich the soil, to
build roofs over rural poor houses, as fodder and as kitchen fuel. As per latest
scientific estimates, to produce one unit of bio-fuel energy, nearly 0.7-0.8 units of
other energy inputs are required. And to burn this derived bio-fuel in an engine
which gives less than one-third total mechanical energy (the energy that propels
the human occupants is even a smaller fraction, about 2% of the total energy
content in the fuel that the car engine burns !), is ridiculous !
These bio-fuel plantations are really environmental subsidies given by poorer
third-world people to rich, big-car-loving Americans and Europeans, as the
sugarcane plantations in Brazil supply ethanol to US market, Indonesian &
Malayasian palm oil cultivations goes to supply bio-diesel to Europe. In Brazil,
over six million hectares of fertile land are already being used to grow

sugarcane for domestic ethanol demand (apart from plantations for sugar), and
large tracts of prime forest have been cleared for these plantations. The
adverse health impacts on the rural & tribal populations from this large scale
deforestation and bio-mass burning for ethanol processing have never been
accounted for. The bio-fuel demand of the United States will be many times
more than Brazil’s domestic demand, even after a part of it is produced from
the US’s own ‘surplus’ corn. How many million additional hectares of biodiversity rich Amazon rain forests – richest mega biodiversity area, pastures etc
will be destroyed (losing that much of carbon-sink also, apart from destroying
the extremely rich bio-diversity) to grow fuel for the rich big-car-loving
Americans? And how many millions of indigenous Amazon tribes-people will be
uprooted from their forest homes for this? Thousands of sq. KM of dense
Indonesian rain-forests are cut-down each year for palm-oil plantations to
supply bio-diesel to Europe. What happens to the loss of vast forest carbon sink,
or to the displaced forest dwellers? No answers are forthcoming.
C.

Nuclear (fission) energy – low GHG, but high risk, and very finite :-

Though the nuclear fission energy itself is low-GHG, the associated fuel cycle
demands large amounts of carbon energy at present. Additionally, the embedded
energy of building a nuclear reactor and its associated infrastructure is far higher
than any other thermal power plants - even a similar capacity coal-fired thermal
power plant (one of the biggest polluter types). This has got a large embedded
emission of GHGs. And there are other fundamental questions – raised by many
people’s movements, civil society groups and experts in the country, whether we
can really afford to go ahead with the radiation risks and dangers of nuclear
fission reactors and the associated fuel cycle, and what are the various ‘costs’ it
imposes on us, and these questions are not being clearly answered. Radioactivity
associated even with the limited scale mining of Uranium in Jaduguda in
Jharkhand has reportedly caused lots of diseases and birth-deformities amongst
the tribal population around, though this has been debated by the nuclear
establishment.
The mining is planned to be extended to new Uranium finds in Andhra Pradesh
and Meghalaya. Even with the very limited fission power operations today (200708), where only about 3% of the countries electricity capacity is based on nuclear
fission reactors (about 4000 Mega Watts out of a total installed 140,000 MW), the
problems of storage, transportation and re-processing of the spent-fuel has
caused more than the occasional hiccups. If we extrapolate this 4000 MW to
20,000 MW by the year 2020, or 60,000 MW by the year 2040, as is being
proposed (it is another matter that the Indian nuclear establishment has failed to
reach any of the power generation milestones till date, in spite of huge annual
funding from the government), the magnitude of the health risks of radiation from
any mishap at any point in the entire fuel cycle can only be imagined.
Till a few years ago, the nuclear energy industry was thoroughly discredited after
a series of smaller accidents, and then the disaster of Chernobyl. In many
technologically advanced countries - mostly in Europe - even operating reactors

were planned to be de-commissioned, not to speak of new reactors. Only France,
Japan and a few such countries, which are desperately short of indigenous fossil
fuels, are using a high percentage of nuclear generated electricity. Almost
suddenly, nuclear (fission) energy is now being projected – in India as well as in
the west – as a “clean energy option”. The major reasons for the recent
projected revival of the nuclear (fission) power industry are two-fold - (1) the
threat of global warming and climate change, from the fast rising green house
gas levels in the atmosphere from large scale coal and oil/gas burning for
electricity generation, for transportation, space & industrial heating etc, and (2)
the fast depleting petroleum & natural gas resources of the world, with once lowconsumption developing countries increasing their consumption levels
significantly, which - along with very high levels of consumption by the
developed world - is leading to scarcity & escalating prices.
The risks associated with commercial-scale fission power is often shown with
best-case risk scenarios. The truth is, all hazards are to be seen at their ‘worst
case scenarios’ (at least after Bhopal and Chernobyl), and thousands of human
lives are far more precious than thousands of Megawatts of electricity. No one
knows – even in the technologically advanced countries - what to do with the
tens of thousands of tons of highly radioactive ‘spent fuel’ / nuclear waste – for
the next 20,000 years or so, except to “dump them” here and there in concrete /
glass encased tanks! Uranium 238, which is there as 99.3 % of the uranium in
the ore, and is not the fuel, has a radio-active half-life of about 4.5 billion years
– almost as long as the age of the earth. Highly radioactive Plutonium239,
created inside the reactor and contained in the nuclear fuel waste, has HL of over
24,000 years ! Large quantities of these will be left around the globe – from oreremains and nuclear waste, left out for future generations to suffer from! Ticking
time bombs of this huge magnitude – spread all over the globe - cannot possibly
be a good energy option, even if they are GHG neutral (which they are not). The
exotic and super-expensive future ‘solutions’ like ‘accelerator-driven
transmutation’ (a high energy beam of elementary particles from a particle
accelerator bombards the nuclear waste and transmutes part of the radioactive
elements to other elements) – that are now speculated upon by nuclear hawks,
are not yet proven/ demonstrated to be effective to any degree.
The other major constraint is the limited availability of the main nuclear fuel.
There is only one naturally occurring ‘easy’ nuclear fuel, Uranium 235/92
(Uranium with atomic weight of 235, all isotopes of Uranium are defined by the
atomic no.92). But only around 0.7% of naturally occurring Uranium (7 grams in
each Kilogram) is this nuclear fuel U235 – which undergo nuclear fission on
bombardment by neutrons of a wide energy range, including the important-forreactor-operation, thermal or slow neutrons. The rest 99.3% is U238, which can
only undergo fission under bombardment of high energy neutrons & other
energetic heavy ions, and thus, not a suitable nuclear fission-fuel. In the
indigenous uranium reactors that India built, mostly non-enriched (natural
proportion mix of U235 and U238, generally in oxide forms) fuel is used. Only in
the 40+ years old US-supplied Tarapur 1st & 2nd Light Water Reactor units and

the under-construction Russian-supplied Koodankulam reactors, lightly U235enriched fuel is used.
There are other carefully hidden secrets. The construction and maintenance of
nuclear fission plants require much larger energy & energy-intensive material
inputs than comparable capacity fossil-fuel power plants. Where will this initial
energy inputs for a vastly expanded nuclear construction programme come from
? Again from fossil-carbon sources ! The maximum life of a nuclear fission power
plant is about 40 years, after which the highly radioactive plant has to be ‘decommissioned’.
According to some British estimates, the cost (and the
consequent energy) involved will be of the order of constructing the plant in the
first place ! Where is this energy going to come from ? And who is going to
cough-up this huge extra money, when there is no ‘economic return’ in sight ?
All dead-ends.
The world has very little known Uranium reserves, and India – even less in
comparison.
As per some estimate, the known uranium reserves will be
exhausted in 69-70 years, even at the present rate of use – not to speak of huge
capacity expansions. The mining will have to shift to very low-grade ores then,
causing a large fossil-energy requirement for these mining, milling, processing,
ore-enrichment etc – defeating the very purpose of reducing CO2 emissions. To
extract and use the uranium from its ore, a huge amount of radioactive material
has to be handled, and often mildly radioactive mine wastes dumped. And out of
the small percentage that is extracted Uranium mineral, only 7 parts in a
thousand is the fuel. The rest – U238 – goes to the reactor and gets bombarded
with neutrons and other radiation, part converting to U239 and the whole
material getting more radioactive. Handling such large amounts of radioactive
material poses grave dangers not only to the workers, but also to the
neighbouring populations, and those around nuclear waste storage/ dumps. The
enormous risks involved are not at all worth a few thousand extra megawatts,
which only replaces one or two large coal based plants.
==================================
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THE WORLD FOOD CRISIS, AGRARIAN DISTRESS AND THE
QUESTION OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE IN THE AGE OF
CHANGING CLIMATES
Asit
As I am writing this paper, within the span of a week five farmers have committed
suicide in western Orissa. India had a cruel drought and a devastating flood this year. One
need not say about the one of the most severe food problem and agrarian crisis is the
dominating social economic phenomenon in India and Third world since the onset of
economic reforms under Globalisation since the early nineties. According to the official
statistics more than 1.8 lakhs of farmers have committed suicide in India, both under the
NDA and UPA regimes. For the past two years we are witness to wide spread food riots all
over the third world. In India we are seeing unprecedented rise in the price of food grains
and vegetables, with dal vanishing from poor and lower middle class households we now
face a qualitative change in our most fundamental economic relationship the delivery of
food. This situation has arisen from an extended process rooted in the sharp growth in
inequality that has accompanied the extension of capitalist social relations in the period of
economic reform. The condition of the majority of the population has been steadily
weakening over the last decades, growing ever more undernourished. At the same time
the governmental tools available to respond to a food crisis have been under continuous
attack, and are no longer able to fill their rule. According to the UNICEF report “The state
of the world children 2009” India has the highest rate of child malnutrition in the world.
On average children in rural areas are twice as likely to be underweight as children in
urban areas. The rate of child malnutrition is higher than that of sub-Sahara Africa. This is
the base line from which we can begin to asses the consequences of the failed monsoon.
The crisis has been building up for some time. Grain out put has been stagnating
for over a decade. For the five years from 2002-07 the average annual growth rate in
agriculture has been a meager 2.2 percent, hardly more than India’s 1.5 percent annual
population growth per capita availability of food grains in terms of kilogram per year was
162.5 in 2006, below the level of 1972 figure of 171.1. But the availability of food grains
does not give the real picture of the food question: access to food is the main criteria. The
decline in per capita availability marks a yet more severe decline for the disadvantaged
sections the inevitability result of the neoliberal dogma of rationing scarce goods by ability
to pay that is by firmly entrenching market relations. The vast extent of the numbers
living in extreme poverty is known fact to everyone, but simply does not appear in
business press. Every politician and policy maker talks of poverty reduction. But if we
follow international criteria more than 50 percent of Indians are extremely poor. Arguably
the most significant achievement since independence was the extension of food security to
this immense sector of the population through the public distribution system, assuring the
minimum level of supply. The PDS achieved, at least to some considerable extent, the
rationing of scarce but necessary goods without making the means of payment the
decisive considerations. But only the shadow now remains.
Food prices have been steadily rising in the five years since 2004. In these years
between 2004 and 2008, when India had some good monsoons and record production “of
food grains was claimed, the price of rice went of 46 percent, that of wheat by over 62%,
Atta (Wheat Flour) 55%, Salt 42% and so on. By March 2008 the average increase in
price of such items was already well over 40 percent. Then these prices rose again till a
little before 2009 polls and have risen dramatically in the past six months. Inflation based
on year on year variation in consumer price indices has increased since June 2008.
Various measures of consumer price inflation remained high in the range of 8.6-11.5 %

during may/ June 2009, and 8.0-97 % in march 2009, as compared with 7.3-8.8 % in
June 2008. For the most disatadvantaged who have fallen out of the wreckage of the PDS
system, and we are talking of crores, the last years of price rise for foods have meant a
steady gradual increase in hunger and malnutrition.
An now comes the bad monsoon of 2009. We are officially told that half the country is
suffering drought. The question at issue is not unpredictable weather in one month or
another, it is the consequences of what ecologist have told us is certain—that facing us
today are the results of global climate change and irresponsible market driven practices in
the absence of planning. Not only this year but in the years ahead there will be crises
arising from water shortages. A study published in nature in August this year recounts
that a satellite survey shows that ground water reserves in northen India have dropped
sharply between 2002 and 2008. This depletion, due primarily to irrigation, is accelerating
over time. And even in the absence of consensus on a casual linkage between global
warming and bad monsoons, there is consensus on the increased prevalence of extreme
weather variation- i.e. that the previously rare event (such as a failed monsoon) will be
more frequent. Once again, the future has arrived.
Food Crisis today- In 2006-08, food shortages became a global reality, with the
prices of commodities spiraling beyond the reach of vast numbers of people. International
agencies were caught flat footed, with world food program warning that its rapidly
diminishing food stocks might not be able to deal with the emergency. Owing to surging
prices of rice, wheat and vegetable oils, the food import bills of least developed countries
(LDCs) climbed up by 37 percent from 2007 to 2008 from 17.9 million dollars to 24.6
million dollars, after having risen by 30 percent in 2006. By the end of 2008, the united
nations reported “the annual food import basket in LDCs lost more than three times that
of 2000, not because of the increased volume of food imports, but as the result of rising
food prices (United nations, world economic situation and Prospects 2009). These
tumultuous developments added 75 million people to the ranks of the hungry and drove
an estimated 125 million people in developing countries into extreme poverty.
(FAO
briefing paper hungry on rise united nations September 17.2009)
Alarmed by massive demand, Countries like china and Argentina resorted to
imposing taxes or quotas on their rice and wheat exports to avert local shortages. Rice
exports were simply banned in Cambodia, Egypt, India, Indonesia and Vietnam. Southsouth solidarity, Fragile in the best of times crumbled, becoming part of the collateral
damage of the crisis.
For some countries, the food crisis was the proverbial straw that broke the camels
back, Some thirty countries experienced violent popular actions against rising prices in
2007 and 2008 among them Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Egypt, Guinea,
Indonesia, Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Mozambique, Senegal, Somalia, Uzbekistan and
Yemen. Across the continents, people came out in the thousands against uncontrolled
rises in the staple goods that their countries had to import owing to insufficient
production. Scores of people died in these demonstrations of popular anger.
The international press and academics proclaimed the end of the era of cheap food,
and they traced the cause to a variety of causes: the failure of the poor countries to
develop their agricultural sectors, Strains on the international food supply created by
dietary changes in china and India’s expanding middle classes who are eating more meat,
Speculation in commodity futures, the conversion of farmland into urban real estate,
climate change and the diversion of corn and sugarcane from food production to the
production of agro fuels to replace oil.
The United Nations world economic situation and prospects spoke about the crisis
being the product of a perfect storm or an explosive conjunction of different

developments, speculative movements that brought about the global financial crisis that
broke out in the summer of 2007 were implicated in the food crisis. According to United
Nations, the impact on food prices of speculation by financial investors in commodities and
commodities futures markets has been considerable it could be argued said the report.
“That increased global liquidity and financial innovations has also led to increased
speculation in commodity markets and, in addition, the United States dollar appreciated as
part of the process of de-leveraging of financial institutions in major economics.
However radical economists claims that speculation in agro-commodity futures was
the key factor in the extraordinary rise in the prices of food commodities in 2007 and
2008. With the real estate bubble bursting in 2007 and trading in mortgage-based
securities and other derivatives collapsing, hedge funds and other speculative agents, they
asserted, moved into speculation in commodity futures, causing a sharp in increase in
inside trading and contracts unaccompanied by little or no increase in production of
agricultural commodities. It was this move into commodity futures for quick profits
followed by a move out after the commodities bubble burst that triggered the rise in the
FAO food price index by 71 percent during only fifteen months between the end of 2006
and march 2008 and its falling back after July 2008 to the level 2006 (Peter Wahl “food
speculation: the main factor of the price Bubble in 2008”, Berlin WEED 2009)
KEY TRENDS OF AGRICULTURE AND FOODS CRISIS TODAYThe Causes for the extraordinary rise in food prices in 2008, doubling over 2007
prices, brought together long term trends, at work for decades, with a number of more
recent realities. The most important long term trends leading to current situation are:
1. Increased diversion of corngrain and soyabeans to produce meat as the world’s per
capita meat consumption doubled in about forty years. As much as 95 persent of
calories are lost in the conversion of grain and soyabeans to meat.
2. Decreased food production associated with poor countries adopting the neoliberal
paradigm of letting the free market govern food production and distribution.
3. Wide spread “depeasantisation” partially caused by neoliberal reforms and IMF
mandated “ Structural adjustment” as conditions forced peasant farmers of the
land and into urban slums, where one sixth of humanity now lives.
4. Increasing concentration of corporate ownership and control over all expects of
food production, from seeds, pesticides and fertilizers to the grain elevators,
processing facilities and grocery stores.
One of more recent causes for the crisis is the diversion of large amounts of corn,
soy, and palm oil into producing agrofuels, the term adopted by critics world wide for
industrial-scale biofuels based on agricultural crops as feedstocks. Agrofuel production
looked very appealing as the united states and the European Union sought to break the
influence of oil producing countries promote “Greener” fuels. In 2008 some 30 percent of
the entire corn crop in the United States was used to produce ethanol to blend with
gasoline to fuel cars.
Estimates of how much ethanol production contributed to the rise in food prices
varied from less then 5 percent, according to the US department of agriculture, to
upwards 80 percent as estimated by the World Bank.
The years 2008 also brought major crop failures, from Bangladesh to the grain
exporting regions of Australia, where wheat and rice crops were devastated by drought.
Scientists agree that such widespread disruptions in food production will only increase
with the increasing destabilization of the earth’s climate. In addition speculation at the

local level (Usually called hoarding) and unprecented financial speculation in world
commodity markets- as increasingly popular way to gamble as global stock markets
plummeted- forced prices to much higher levels after several years in which consumption
exceeded supply, crop failures in a few countries, and new large scale diversions of food
into fuel production – combined with the longer term trends- a perfect storm was created
in which many people suffered greately and continue to suffer.
The food prices in summer 2008 were considerably higher than just a few years
ago. Food supplies although ample to feed everyone if distributed equally, are still in
relatively short supply. Today approximately a billion people close to one sixth of sumanity
suffer from continual and severe hunger. There are many more, possibly another two
billion people, who live in perpetual food insecurity missing, some meals and often not
knowing where their next meal will come from. This means that close to half of all humans
are either perpetually hungry and malnourished or suffering from varying degrees of food
insecurity. The present world food crisis has been the culmination of following trends.
1. The disruption of nutrient cycles with the spread of capitalist agriculture and the
more recent move toward large scale, factory style animal production facilities.
2. The ecological damage caused by chemical and fossil fuel-intensive agricultural
practices.
3. The great extent of consolidation (both horizontal and vertical integration) in the
input and processing sectors of the agrifood system.
4. Farmers increasingly working as labourers for agribusiness, often under contract
to large integrated meat producing corporations.
5. The role of genetically modified (GM) seeds in consolidating corporate control
over the input sector and from practices overall.
6. The difficulties presented to the third world by the various provision of the world
trade organization.
7. The mass migration of peasants from the countryside of the third world
(depeasantization) and into urban slums where there are few jobs available.
8. The extent of hunger amidst plenty in the developed countries, with many anti
hunger organizations focusing on the most immediate emergencies, thus leaving
the deeper issue of poverty unaddressed.
9. Neglecting the importance of land reforms and the benefits of reducing or
eliminating reliance on commercial fertilizers and pesticides.
Farming the process of growing food and fibre crops and raising food animals, is
imbedded in a larger system, often reffered to as agrifood system. This system includes all
the upstream inputs into farming (seeds, fertilizers pesticides, tractors, fuel, implements
and soon) as well as the downstream sectors (purchasing farmers products, processing,
transporting, wholesaling, and finally retailing at markets and restaurants). While every
one eats food, the share of the population that is directly involved in its production
declined sharply in the developed countries during the twentieth century. A century ago a
third of the US population, some 32 million people, lived on farms. At the beginning of the
Great depression, there were some 6.8 million farms in the entire United States. By the
early 1960’s this number was reduced by half-today there are only 1.3 million farms that
earn more than 1000 dollars per year. There are more prisoners (2.3 million) than farmers
in the united states today. At the same time, hundreds of million of people are still
engaged in farming in the countries of Africa, Asia a and Latin America – it is estimated

that there are about 1 billion farmers out of a total world population of over 6 billion
people.
Biotech crops
For the last two decades corporations have aggressively promoted the idea that the
genetic engineering of crops and seeds is the key to improving world agriculture. It is
clear, however, that crops that have been genetically modified usually by introduction of
genes from other species, have so far produced no reliable increase in yields over
equivalent to non GM crops. Since the first commercial production of GM crops in the
1990’s opposition to this technology has united small scale farmers, envromentalists and
public health advocates from India to South Africa, as well as western Europe and the
United States. While over 300 million acres world wide are currently planted in GM crops,
according to industry sources, this represents only 2.6 percent of the cultivated land, and
is highly concentrated in North and south America. While GM acreage in China and India is
expanding, most of the world croplands are still GM free.
Nearly all of the commercially grown GM Grops are of two general types: either
they are engineered to with stand large doses of chemical herbicides (for example,
Monsanto’s Well Known” Round Up Ready Varieties) or they produce on or more pesticidal
proteins, derived from BT bacteria. Recently released varities combine both traits, a
technology known as “gene stacking”. Twenty years of claims that genetic engineering will
“feed the world” by making crops more resilient and healthier have time and again proved
false. Instead, Companies like Monsanto focus their research and developments on traits
that increase farmers dependence on proprietary chemicals. While making farming more
logistically convenient, hence easier to carry out over larger acreages in increasingly
mechanized farms.
While comprehensive analyses of the health and environmental effects of GM crops
remain relatively sparse, scientists continue to reveal new information demonstrating that
the technology is inhearently disruptive of cellular metabolism and gene expression.
Independent research is largely stifled by proprietary control over GM tralts by companies
that have every interest in suppressing systematic studies of the technology’s
consequences, and independent plant breading research at the state land grants
universities in United State is being supplanted by in-house corporate research. Corporate
influence is exacerbated by an increasingly cozy relationship between these institutions
and agribusiness corporations. For example the president of South Dakota state
university, David Chicoine joined monsanto’s Board of Directors, and is stated to receive
significantly more income in 2009 then the 300,000 dollar salary he receiveds from his
university. Seed corporations have thoroughly corrupted the land grant university missiondirectly through research grants and payments to consulting scientists and indirectly by
prohibiting most independent research on GM seeds.
Political economy of the present food and agrarian crisis
The globalisation of Agribusiness and developing world food systems
The issue of the global concentration of agribusiness is crucial to the future of the
food systems of developing (and poor, non developing countries). These countries have
been a target of corporate investments from the out set of the industrial food system. This
process has been uneven at different times corporate investment has focused on one or
another part of the food system. Today this uneven and often uncoordinated foray of
metropolitan corporate capital is still subjugating the agriculture and domestic food
markets of many developing countries, particularly smaller, peripheral ones undergoing
rapid urbanisation, to the needs of global agribusiness. For some of the larger developing

countries, however, national capitalists are the principal force behind the emerging urban
food system. In addition, the state has been playing a key role in the consolidation of the
urban food system in certain emerging economics.
Foreign participation the food industry was once typically concentrated in the more
sophiscated food segments geared to the emerging urban middle class and exports,
primarily to wealthy countries. Because of lack of patent protection, there was little
foreign private capital investment in the genetic inputs industry. Thus, the nascent private
seed industry, especially maize, was restricted to the non-GMO (Genetically modified
organism) hybrid markets, foreign direct investment was also largely absent until recently
from the retail sector.
A profound shift occurred in the 1980’s and 1990’s in the patterns and extent of
the transnational corporate penetration of the agrifood systems of developing countries.
From the mid 1970’s per capita food consumption of basic staples in the developed world
was reaching saturation, and overall growth suffered from the effects of the end of the
baby boom.
This led to a rapid process of concentration and development of oligopolies (where
a few companies control a large portion of the market) as the key condition of continued
growth.
This slow down in growth in food purchases in the developed countries was
partially offset by a number of new initiatives. The introduction of an increasingly number
of un processed specific varieties (instead of selling undifferentiated commodities), led to
truly unbelievable proliferation of processed food products, and a segmentation of
markets. A new wave of investment promoted “non traditional exports” — particularly sea
foods, fruits and vegetables, either off season or exotic- from developing countries to
metropolitan markets. There was also renewed attention to the potential of the domestic
markets of developing countries where higher demographic growth rates and rapid
urbanisation were creating ideal condition for food corporations to offset the slowdown in
growth in developed country markets. In earlier periods, Latin American Countries were
the main focus of investments directed to domestic markets within the periphery. Now,
attention was being redirected to Asia where many developing countries were sustaining
high growth rates.
During the 1980s, biotechnology, heavily dependent on patents, was
'revolutionizing the genetic and agrochemical inputs sectors. Concerted lobbying by
these and the pharmaceutical sectors led to the developing countries' acceptance
of patents on food and as a precondition for joining the WTO. The seed, fertilizer,
and chemical inputs sectors, particularly of those developing countries with an
increasingly large-scale and export-oriented agriculture, as in the Southern cone
countries of South America, were subject to new waves of market pressure from
foreign-based transnational corporations.
But the input sectors were not the only areas for investment. There was a
rapid growth of transnational involvement in the retail food sector of the South, which
had been mainly owned and organized on a domestic basis. Some European
corporations, particularly Carrefour, had entered developing country markets as early
as the 1970s. However, it was only in the 1990s that a more generalized foreign
corporate penetration of the retail sector got under way, first in highly urbanized
Latin America and then in key Asian countries. European retail led the way here but
was then accompanied by the U.S. Wal-Mart colossus. Urbanization in developing
countries also brought with it a shift in lifestyles and food habits favoring the rise of
convenience foods, which, in turn, stimulated the expansion and large-scale entrance
of foreign corporations into the fast-food sector.

The changing global dynamics of demand and the acceptance of the "free
market" liberal approach by developing countries led to an increasing presence of
multinationals in all phases of agrifood systems. This now includes direct foreign
investment in land and water resources, stimulated both by the moves to grow crops
for agrofuel feedstocks and by concerns with food security in an increasingly uncertain
environment for world commodity trade.
Significant concentration of control of food and agriculture had already
occurred in most advanced capitalist countries. In the United States,
concentration ratios for the top four or five firms have been calculated for the major
upstream inputs (materials, resources, energy, fertilizers, etc.) and downstream
outputs (farm products, processing, and sales markets). The main segments have
ratios averaging well over the 40 percent level—considered the threshold for a market
oligopoly—and often in the 70-80 percent range. More recently, researchers have
identified very high levels of concentration in the retail sectors of Europe and the
United States.' The major agricultural commodities that make up world trade are
also subject to high levels of concentration—grains and oils, coffee, cocoa, and
bananas. In addition, a substantial proportion of trade is now organized and
coordinated by leading firms. This is particularly the case for the so-called nontraditional exports (seafoods, fruits, vegetables, and flowers), very often under the
direct control of large-scale retailers. As much as a third of overall trade can be
accounted for by purchases between the subsidiaries of the same firm, where prices
are determined by fiscal (including tax) considerations.
In smaller market segments, there are even higher levels of concentration
involving oligopolies and even monopolies. And, although global food cartels have
formed, often in oligopolistic markets, formal collusion is not necessary. Leading firms
can adjust their respective behavior, creating an informal control over the market. The
issue of market concentration, however, is not limited to individual markets. The major
firms grow both horizontally (in like sectors) and vertically (integrating both
downstream suppliers and upstream markets for a given industry)—leading to
concentration and economic power that extends to broad sections of the agrifood
system. It is this activity across market segments that transforms market
concentration into a greater position of strategic economic power. Vertical and/or
horizontal integration is now being complemented by strategic alliances with firms in
complementary areas. This development is particularly noticeable in the agricultural
inputs and primary processing/trade sectors.
Global corporate investment in the food industry was initially
overwhelmingly within the leading industrialized blocs. While some firms
established an international presence as early as the latter half of the
nineteenth century, a more across-the-board incursion of foreign direct
investment began in the 1980s. Leading agrifood transnational are now
increasingly geared to a global food commodity market.
The New Position of Emerging Countries in the Global Agrifood Economy
As mentioned earlier, two broad tendencies transformed North/South relations
since the 1970s. In addition to being a source for traditional tropical exports,
developing countries became increasingly important in the supply of the
components of what has been called the "nutritional transition"—the shift to a high
animal protein diet (including seafoods) and the increasing consumption of fresh
fruit and vegetables. This has provided opportunities for the expansion of domestic
food companies in a few countries. Brazil and Argentina, together with Thailand,
became major suppliers of animal feed and meat. Particularly in the white meats

sector (poultry and pigs), this gave rise to domestic agribusiness firms—Sadia and
Perdigao in Brazil, and the Charoen Pokphand Group in Thailand. More recently,
there has been a similar surge of domestic firms in the red meat sector, with the
Brazilian firm JBS/Fnboi becoming the world's largest firm in that sector. The
Charoen Pokphand Group similarly embarked on regional foreign direct investment.
Foreign investment and increasing coordination have also transformed developing countries into major suppliers of seafoods, with a key driver being the
explosion of shrimp-based restaurant chains in developed countries. This has
involved new transnationals, such as the animal (and fish) feed company Nutreco,
the entry into this sector of leading firms from the agricultural inputs and genetics
sectors, such as Monsanto, and the emergence of domestic players.
Fresh fruit and vegetables have been piloted mainly by firms for which this
previously unorganized market segment has become a key to establishing
consumer loyalty. Early forays into the domestic markets of developing countries often
had the character of enclave-type activities, with few or no linkages to their
economies. Alternatively, they were aimed at a specific niche. Now, under the
aegis of retail, the transnational objective has become corporate takeover of the
domestic food systems of developing countries as a whole. In addition, this
penetration now includes the large developing countries, often with strong states,
with already consolidated agrifood companies, and with very distinct traditions and
food habits. It also occurs in a context in which developing countries have become
competitive suppliers in a number of markets, providing opportunities for the
transformation of their leading domestic players into global actors.
The neoliberal consensus, often referred to as the Washington Consensus,
maintains that the "free market" can and will take care of everything that
governments in the third world once did to support agriculture and food
consumption by the poor, and that government spending for these programs can
be drastically reduced. What a splendid fable was spun, based on no evidence
whatsoever—a fantasy as make-believe as the fairy tales told to children. This left
poor countries in an especially vulnerable condition when prices for basic foods—
wheat, corn, soybeans, food oils, and rice—rose on the world market.
The Washington Consensus, an ideology developed by the advanced
capitalist countries, especially the United States, promotes the concepts of "free
markets" and "free trade." The dogma holds that if restrictions on markets are
eliminated, both within a country and between countries, market forces will work
their magic and efficiently allocate resources. This is the rehashing of an argument
that goes back some two hundred years. It is the ideology of the strong and its
imposition on a world scale has had devastating effects on agriculture and basic food
supplies for the poor.
Governments of the South have been mistaken to follow the prescriptions of
the IMF and World Bank (WB) and the rules of the World Trade Organization
(WTO). Of course, in many cases they had few alternatives to accepting the
conditions imposed by these institutions, including reducing tariffs for food imports,
eliminating government support for farmers (e.g., subsidies to purchase expensive
imported fertilizers), breeding and distributing new crop varieties adapted to local
conditions, and purchasing and storing food in government warehouses. In addition
the economic advisors of many governments in the South had their training in the
United States or Britain at institutions that preached the near-miraculous efficient
allocation of resources and self-regulation of markets, viewing all public regulation
as ill-advised and inappropriate meddling. The remarkable documentary “Life

and Debt” demonstrates the destruction of Jamaican agriculture under the IMFenforced opening of markets. The film makes it clear that there was no possibility for
Jamaican farmers to compete with imports of nearly every type of agricultural
product—from onions to potatoes to carrots to milk to chicken.
The ideology of comparative advantage—that everything will work out for the
best if each country produces products for which they have a "comparative advantage"
and imports the products for which they do not—is absolute rubbish. There are
definite winners and losers in such a system, with the winners' power to implement
their desires trumping all other considerations. The notion of "level playing field" of
"free trade," Joan Robinson has explained as follows: "When Ricardo set out the case
against protection, he was supporting British economic interests. Free trade ruined
Portuguese industry. Free trade for others is in the interest of the strongest competitor
in world markets, and a sufficiently strong competitor has no need for protection at
home."
The poorer countries of the world have long insisted on a "level playing
field" in which all countries within the WTO abide by the same rules. They are
pursuing a better deal on agriculture than they got from the WTO regarding
property rights and trade in manufactured goods. This pursuit has also been in
reaction to the hypocrisy of the already developed countries that help their local
farmers and agribusinesses—using both direct and indirect subsidies—while
demanding that Southern governments stop supporting farmers.
A natural response from the poor countries has been to request that the
developed countries stop subsidizing their agriculture and, thus, help level the playing
field. Direct subsidies, often based on production quantity or acreage of specific
crops, allow farmers in the United States, Europe, and Japan to sell below their costs
of production. But there are also many alternative ways to help production and
exports of crops other than direct subsidies for production—for example,
"green" payments to farmers for using more ecologically sound practices and
subsidized crop or income insurance. Even crop that are not directly subsidized by
government programs may thereby gain easier access into foreign markets. In the
seemingly failed Doha Round of WTO negotiations, the developing countries have
insisted on the right to maintain tariffs on imported foods if needed to protect local
production. The united States and European Union, However, want to eliminate
tariffs, While retaining their own crop subsidy programs.
The consolidation, both vertically and horizontally, of the agrifood system outside
of actual farming (inputs, purchasing, exporting, processing, and retailing) has continued
in the United States and Europe. For examples of how far horizontal consolidation has
gone, in 2007 the four largest beef packers in the United States controlled about 84
percent of the market and close to 50 percent of all supermarket food was sold by five
corporations, with Wal-Mart far-and-away the largest. In addition, sectors of the agrifood
system in the wealthy countries have made significant inroads into the economies of
Eastern Europe and the South. A report for the Grocery Manufacturers Association in the
United States put it clearly: “The case for global expansion is quite simple. As domestic
markets are saturated, global expansion is one way to achieve sustainable, double-digit
growth.” Assuming that your goal is to maximize profits, it is hard to argue with that
logic. Seed companies and chemical companies such as Monsanto (which is both) have
aggressively entered new markets and have developed strong footholds in a number of
countries, especially Brazil. Transnational processing and export companies as well as
supermarkets have also entered the poor countries.

Perhaps the fastest pace of consolidation is in the seed sector, where three
companies, Monsanto, DuPont, and the Swiss conglomerate, Syngenta—all heavily
invested in GM technologies—now control 47 percent of the global market in
proprietary seeds, and almost 40 percent of the total commercial seed market.
This is the latest manifestation of a pattern first documented in the late 1990s,
when Monsanto and other GM companies began investing tens of billions of dollars
in acquiring key national and international seed companies. These three
companies, along with Bayer, Dow, and others, are also central players in the
global agrochemicals market. The top six pesticide firms control three-quarters of
this sector, and the top ten represent an overwhelming 89 percent share. While
food and beverage manufacturing is still a more dispersed undertaking, ten
companies, starting with Nestle, Kraft, Coca-Cola, and Pepsi, now control 26
percent of this sector, and the top hundred companies control three-quarters of all
the world's packaged foods. In the retail sector, one hundred companies control
about 35 percent of grocery sales, of which 40 percent is controlled by the top ten,
including Wal-Mart, Kroger, the French company Carrefour, and the British Tesco.
Corporate consolidations and alliances with other corporations have proceeded to the
point where there are discernable chains linking almost all parts of the agrifood
industry.
Corporations that pioneered factory-scale animal production in the United
States, displacing many independent hog, cattle, and poultry farmers, are now also
producing abroad. They achieve low costs of production by: (a) having very large
facilities; (b) controlling and providing all the feed and veterinary medicines; (c)
mandating that the people raising the animals (the "farmers") be essentially
laborers under contracts favorable to the corporation, following strict procedures and
protocol; (d) passing on responsibility for manure and other waste; and (e) locating
contracted factory farms near their own processing facilities. Smithfield, a Virginiabased Fortune 500 corporation, has used its power and connections to expand into
Eastern Europe. In the space of a few years, about 90 percent of Romania's and 56
percent of Poland's hog farmers were put out of business because of competition
from Smithfield—creating social as well as environmental havoc. In addition, frozen
pork products are exported to West Africa—Liberia, Equatorial Guinea, and the Ivory
Coast— where local producers are also put out of business. Smithfield receives export
incentive funds from Poland and sells its pork at about half the price of local producers
in the Ivory Coast.
Another aspect in the penetration of agricultural products from foodexporting countries of the North has been successful long-term efforts to change
the diets of the people of the South. The transformation of third world people's diets
toward non-traditional foods was encouraged by both governments—for example,
the United States P.L. 480 program which shipped "charity" wheat to countries that
had never grown the crop, partially to get them used to the new food—and by
corporations desiring to sell more of their products abroad. A United Nations World
Health Organization report has described the effects of the push of the transnational
food corporations into the third world on the consumption habits and health of
people.
The poor condition of farm workers is one of many tragedies of our
agrifood system — from exposure to pesticides, to lack of sanitary facilities, and clean
water, to low pay, to air pollution, etc. Whether in the sugar cane fields of Brazil,
the new commercial estates of Africa, the oil palm plantations of Malaysia, or the
tomato fields of Florida, farm workers have very little organised power and are
treated poorly. This includes the workers in the meat and poultry processing

facilities that work under unsanitary and harsh conditions. These abysmal working
conditions for farm labor, in addition to the difficult conditions for small farmers, have
helped to fuel the mass migrations to city slums.
The migration out of the countryside and into the slums in the cities of the
global South — where there are few jobs — is continuing. The rural to urban
migrations in Latin America, Africa, and Asia are a result of harsh conditions in \he
countryside. People are pushed off the land at an accelerating pace as farmers and
the general population become more integrated into world markets and find
themselves at the mercy of market forces. When they move to the slums people
join the "informal economy" and struggle for existence. As a reporter from Lagos,
Nigeria ended his story "The really disturbing thing about Lagos' pickers and vendors
is that their lives have essentially nothing to do with ours. They scavenge an
existence beyond the margins of macroeconomics. They are, in the harsh terms of
globalization, superfluous."
A Wall Street Journal article described the situation in India: "Across India, poor
migrants keep streaming into cities like Lucknow, many of which are woefully
mismanaged and ill-equipped to handle the influx. India has at least 41 cities with
more than one million people, up from 23 two decades ago. A half dozen others will
soon join the megacity list. Urban experts say the risk is now rising that some of
these cities could face the same fate as Mumbai and Calcutta, which became
synonymous with poverty and decay in the 1970s and 1980s.
Corporate control through a food regime based in market liberalization is a
proximate cause of the globalization of a system in which food price increases are
encouraged and rapidly transmitted around the world. But its roots lie in the
industrial agricultural model, and its heavy fossil-fuel dependence. As a recent
Chatham House report claims, producing "one tonne of maize in the US requires
160 litres of oil, compared with just 4.8 litres in Mexico where farmers rely on more
traditional methods. In 2005, expenditure on energy accounted for as much as 16%
of total US agricultural production costs, one-third for fuel, including electricity, and
two-thirds indirectly for the production of fertilizer and chemicals." The latter is, of
course, responsible for the crisis of "peak soil," as inorganic fertilizers and
monocroppmg (originating in the colonial plantation system) have intensified the
"metabolic rift," interrupting the natural carbon and nutrient cycles and degrading
soils. This means that while there is still arable land available globally, soils in use
exhibit forms of exhaustion and erosion that suggest the world faces steadily
declining yields under the present regime of dependency on petroleum-based
fertilizers and pesticides.
The twin crises of peak oil and peak soil legitimize a global agrofuels
project, to supplement (mainly) Northern fuel needs with cheaper (mainly
Southern) forms of ethanol and biodiesel, but without substantially affecting the
total greenhouse gas emissions. Ironically, industrial agriculture's dependence on
fossil fuels has contributed to the search for alternative, renewable sources of
energy, such as biofuels. But biofuels compound the problem, not only by barely
offsetting emissions, but also by putting pressure on cropland. A corporate bloc that
a decade ago claimed to "feed the world" with new agricultural biotechnologies now
follows an agro-industrial path dependence in substituting fuel crops for food crops.
Popular perceptions of the underlying cause of food inflation lay considerable blame
on the biofuels revolution, with one author noting that the unsustainable
agriculture and agrofuels policies of the United States and the European Union
have led to "huge food trade deficits of both countries," being "at the heart of the
current explosion of agricultural commodity prices." Here, the argument is that food

in the global North were run down by ballooning food trade deficits, to highly
subsidized agrofuel policies, especially for U.S. corn-ethanol, by international
institutions as the chief culprit m the explosion of food prices:
corn ethanol explains one third of the rise in the world corn price according the FAO,
and 70% according to the IMF. The World Bank estimates that 'U.S. policy is responsible
for 65% of the surge in agricultural prices, former USDA Chief economist, it explains 60%
of the price rise. The World Bank states that: "Prices for those crops used as bio-fuels have
been rising more rapidly than other food prices in the past two years, with gram prices going
up by 144%, oilseeds by 157% and other food prices only up by 11%." The U.S., as result
of its corn ethanol production, is clearly responsible, for the explosion of agricultural prices.
The second largest world corn exporter, Brazil, produces ethanol from sugarcane and
hence has not influenced world market prices for corn. In addition to the U.S. corn ethanol
program, the U.S. biodiesel [soybeans] also contributes to soaring prices.
market fetishism evident in industrial agriculture's transformation of all
agricultural products into undifferentiated commodities (certainly with substantial
subsidies for energy crops as well as other types of subsidies) explains the
legacy of agricultural liberalization. This legacy has produced a regime that has
steadily dismantled protections for domestic agriculture in global South, while
allowing the global North to continue to subsidize its corporate farm sectors.
Additional subsidies for agrofuels have reverberated: throughout the global food
market in the form of price inflation. At the same liberalization and structural
adjustment policies have deepened crisis and created shortage of some commodities
from the global South, now including agrofuel exports encouraged by the European
Emissions Trading Scheme. Whether the form of calories or energy crops, the
global South continues to fuel corn-style consumption patterns. At the same time,
many countries such Mexico and Jamaica have greatly lessened their production of
basic foods for consumption.
One significant corrective to this neocolonial pattern is the intervention by
the food sovereignty movement, which emerged in the 1990s to challenge the
privatization of food security, arguing that "hunger is not a problem of means,
but of rights." In other words, states as well as communities, especially of
producers, should have the right to develop their policy instruments, including
protections, so that inhabitants can be provisioned adequately and nutritionally
with the food they need, and in culturally and ecologically appropriate ways. This
means an end or drastic curtailment of food systems—and the power of corporations
controlling them—oriented to production for those (anywhere) with the purchasing
power to command the food they want. We stand on the brink of an era in which
the industrial food system faces increasing problems and decreased support, and
in which the food sovereignty vision has an opportunity to be progressively
realized. The food crisis of 2007-08 serves as a reminder of the long-standing
patterns of inequality in the global food regime, and of its social and ecological
unsustainable.
Climate crisis and the question of sustainable agriculture
The inter governmental panel on climate change’s (IPCC) 2007 Nobel peace prize wining
report documented on unprecedented convergence of findings from hundreds, of studies
of the earth’s changing climate, including tens of thousands of distinct data sets in
numerous independent fields of inquiry. Not only did the report demonstrate that the
evidence for the role of human activity in altering the earth’s climate, is “unequivocal” but
it confirmed that the ecological and human consequences of those alternations are already
being felt in literally thousands of different ways. Perhaps most disturbing are the near

and medium-term consequences for global agriculture. People living in the tropics and
subtropics, where most of the world’s remaining subsistence farmers are located, are
already experiencing a world of increasingly uncertain rainfall, persistent droughts, coastal
flooding, loss of wetlands and fisheries, and increasingly scarce fresh water supplies. The
IPCC predicts that severally increased flooding will most immediately affect residents of
the major river deltas of Asia and Africa. Further more, the sixth of the worlds population,
including a large number in South East Asia, that depends on water from glacial run off,
may see a brief increase in the size and volume of their freshwater lakes as glaciers melt,
but eventually the loss of the glaciers will become a life-threatening reality for those
people as well.
The data points strongly toward a worldwide decrease in crop productivity if global
temperatures rise more than 50F (2.70C) – well within the range of current predictionsalthough crop yields from rain-fed agriculture could be reduced by half as soon as 2002.
In Africa alone, between 75 million and 250 million people will be exposed to increased
water stress. Prolonged and severe mega droughts are projected to occur in place as
diverse as West Africa, North China and California, While a ten year drought is occurring in
Australia with drastic effects on its agriculture. In addition, the rise in temperature may
already be adversely affecting some crops-with higher temperatures increasing night time
respiration by rice (and perhaps other crops), resulting in the loss of metabolic energy
produced by photosynthesis during the previous day. The IPCC report affirms that those
populations with high exposure, high sensitivity and / or low adaptive capacity “will bear
the greatest burdens; those who contribute the least of the problem of global warming will
continue of face the severest consequences.
And finally, as the sea level rises in response to melting ice sheets in Iceland and
Antartica, Coastal cropland and homes, villages of literally millions of peoples will be
inundated. And even before this happens coastal aquifers needed for drinking water and
irrigation will be contaminated by saltwater intrusion.
Numerous studies in the past several years have demonstrated that high yields of
crops can be grown by using ecologically sound methods, including but not limited to,
organic farming. Instead of relying on methods of industrial agriculture that use large
quantities of energy derived from fossil fuel-for example to produce fertilizers and
pesticides and for traction-agro-ecological approaches rely more on building healthy soils
and greater diversity in crops and animals while relying on few inputs from off the farm.
Most climate change models predict that damages will disproportionally affect the
regions populated by small farmers, particularly rainfed agriculturalists in the thirds world.
However, existing models at best provide a broad brush approximation of expected effects
and hide the enormous variability in internal adoption strategies. Many rural communities
and traditional farming households, despite weather fluctuations, seem able to cope with
climate extremes. In fact many farmers cope and even prepare for climate change,
minimizing crop failure through increased use of drought tolerant local varieties, water
harvesting, extensive planting, mixed cropping, agroforestry, wild plant gathering and
series of other traditional farming system techniques.
In traditional agroecosystems the prevalence of complex and diversified cropping
system is of key importance to the stability of peasant farming systems, allowing crops to
reach acceptable productivity levels in the midst of environmentally stressful conditions.
In general, traditional agroecosystems are less vulnerable to catastrophic loss because
they grow a wide variety of crops to reach acceptable productivity levels in the midst of
environmentally stressful conditions. In general, traditional agroecosystems are less
vulnerable to catastrophic loss because they grow a wide variety of crops and varieties in
various spatial and temporal arrangements. Researchers have found that polycultures of

sorghum/peanut and millet /peanut exhibited greater yield stability and less productivity
declines during a drought than in the case of monocultures.
One way of expressing such experimental results is in terms of “overyeildingoccuring” when two or more crops grown together yield more than when grown alone.
One hectare of a mixture of sorghum and peanuts yield more than half hectare of
only sorghum plus a half hectare of only peanuts. All the intercrops over-yeilded
consistently at fine level of moisture availability, ranging from 297 to 584 mm of water
applied over the cropping season. Quite interstingly, the rate of over yeliding actually
increased with water stress, such that the relative differences in productivity between
monocultures and polycultures become more accentuated as stress increased. Many
farmers grow crops in agroforestry designs and shade tree cover protects crop plants
against extremes in microclimate and soil moisture fluctuation. Farmers influence
microclimate by retaining and planting trees, which reduce temperature, wind velocity,
evaporation, and direct exposure to sunlight and intercept hail and rain. In coffee
agrosystems in Chiapas, Mexico temperature, humidity and solar radiation fluctuations
were found to increase significantly as shade cover decreased, indicating that shade cover
was directly related to the mitigation of variability in microclimate and soil moisture for
the coffee crop.
Despite the evidence of resiliency and productivity advantage of small scale and
traditional farming systems, many scientists and development specialists and
organizations argue that the performance of subsistence agriculture is unsatisfactory, and
that agro chemical and transgenic intensification of production is essential for the
transition from subsistence to commercial production. Although such intensification
approaches have met with much failure, research indicates that the traditional crop and
animal combination can often be adapted to increase productivity. This is the case when
ecological principles are used in the redesign of small farms, enhancing the habitat so it
promotes healthy plant growth, stresses pests, and encourages beneficial organisms while
using labour and local resources more efficiently.
Several reviews have amply documented that small farmers can produce much of
the urban communities in the midst of climate change and burgeoning energy costs. (See
N.uphoff and M.A. Altieri-Alternatives to conventional modern Agriculture for meeting
world food needs in the next century- Ithaca, cornell international institute for food,
Agriculture and Development 1999)
The evidence is conclusive: new agroecological approaches and technologies
spearheaded by farmers and some local governments around the world are already
making a sufficient contribution to food security at the house hold, national and regional
level. A variety of agroecological and participatory approaches in many countries show
very positive out comes even under adverse environmental conditions. Potentials include:
raising cereal yields from 50 to 200 percent increasing stability of production through
diversification, improving diets and income, and contributing to national food security and
conservation of the natural resource base and biodiversity. This evidence has been
reinforced by a recent report of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
stating that organic agriculture could boost African food security. Based on an analysis of
114 cases in Africa, the report revealed that a conversion of farms to organic or nearorganic production methods increased agricultural productivity by 116 percent. Moreover,
a shift towards organic production system has enduring impact, as it builds up levels of
natural, human, social, financial and physical capital in farming communities. Traditional
and local knowledge systems enhance agricultural and soil quality and biodiversity as well
as nutrients, pest and water management and the capacity to respond to environmental
stresses such as climate.

Whether the potential and spread of agroecological innovations is realized depends
on several factors and major changes in policies, institutions and research and
development approaches, proposed agroecological strategies need to target the poor
deliberately, and not only aim at increasing production and conserving natural resources.
But they must also create employment and provide access to local inputs and local
markets. Any serious attempt at developing sustainable agricultural technologies must
bring to bear local knowledge and skills on the research process. The agroecological
process requires participation and enhancement of the farmers ecological literacy about
their farms and resources laying the foundation for empowerment and continuous
innovations by rural communities.
Equitable market opportunities must also be developed, emphasizing local
commercialization and distribution shemes, fair prices, and other mechanisms that link
farmers more directly and with greater solidarity to the rest of the population. The
Ultimate challenge is to increase investment and research in agroecology and scale up
projects that have already proven successful to thousands of farmers. This will generate a
meaningful impact on the income, food security, and environmental well being of all
population especially small farmers who have been adversely impacted by conventional
modern agricultural policy, technology, and the penetration of multinational agribusiness
deep into the third world. (for details see P.M.Rosset, R, Patel and M.Courville- Promised
land Oakland, food first books 2006 and P.Richards-indigenous Agricultural revolution,
Boulder, West view press 1985, E.Holt Gimenez- Campesino a Campesino-Oakland food
first books 2006).
Conclusion:Transcending capitalist agriculture and the grip of imperial agribusiness –
Towards sustainable agriculture
Global imperialist forces are challenging the ability of third world countries to feed
themselves. A number of countries have organized their economies around a competitive
export oriented agricultural sector, based mainly on monocultures. It may be argued that
agricultural exports of crops such as Soyabeans from Brazil make significant contribution
to the national economies by bringing in hard currency that can be used to purchase other
goods from abroad. However, this type of industrial agriculture also brings a variety of
economic, environmental and social problems, including negative impacts on public health,
ecosystem integrity, food quality, and in many cases disruption of traditional rural
livelihoods, while accelerating indebtednas among farmers.
The growing push towards industrial agriculture and globalization- with an
emphasis on export crops, lately transgenic crops, and with rapid expansion of biofuel
crops (Sugar cane, maize, soybean, oil palm, eucalyptus, etc) is increasingly reshaping
the world’s agriculture and food supply, with potentially severe economic, social, and
ecological impacts and risks. Such reshaping is occurring in the midst of a changing
climate expected to have large and far reaching effects on crop productivity predominantly
in tropical zones of the developing world. Hazards include increased flooding in low lying
areas, greater frequency and severity of droughts in semi arid areas, and excessive heat
conditions, all of which can limit agricultural productivity.
Globally the Green revolution, while enhancing crop production, proved to be
unsustainable as it damaged the environment, caused dramatic loss of biodiversity and
associated traditional knowledge, favored wealthier farmers, and left many poor farmers
deeper in debt. The countries of the third world have had disastrous consequences due to
the dependence on fertilizers and high yielding seeds by increasing their dependency of
foreign inputs and patent-protected plant varieties which poor farmers cannot afford (for

example fertilizer costs went up approximately 270% in the year 2007-08 and the growing
phenomenon of dependency on foreign aid.
For centuries the agricultures of developing countries were built upon the local
resources of land, water, and other resources, as well as local varieties and indigenous
knowledge. This has nurtured biologically and genetically diverse small holder farms with
a robustness and built in resilience that has helped them to adjust to rapidly changing
climates, pests and diseases. The persistence of millions of agricultural hectares under
ancient, traditional management in the form of raised fields, terraces, polycultures with a
number of crops growing in the same field, agroforestry systems etc indicate successful
indigenous agricultural strategy and constitutes a tribute to the creativity of traditional
farmers. These microcosms of traditional agriculture offer promising models for other
areas because they promote biodiversity, thrive without agrochemicals, and sustain year
round yields. The new models of agriculture that humanity will need to include forms of
farming that are more ecological, biodiverse local, sustainable and socially just. They will
be rooted in the ecological rationale of traditional small scale agriculture, representing
long established examples of successful community based local agriculture. Such systems
have fed much of the world for centuries and continue to feed people in many parts of the
world. Thousands of small traditional farms still exist in most rural areas of the third
world. The productivity and sustainability of such agroecosystems can be optimized with
sustainable agroecological approaches and thus they can form the basis of food
sovereignty, defined as the right of each nation or region to maintain and develop their
capacity to produce basic food crops with the corresponding productive and cultural
diversity. The emerging concept of food sovereignty emphasizes farmers access to land,
seeds, and water while focusing on local autonomy, local markets, local production
consumption cycles, energy and technological sovereignty and farmer to farmer network.
The large influence of transnational corporations in promoting sales of
agrochemicals cannot be ignored as a barrier to sustainable farming most MNCs have
taken advantage of existing policies that promote the enhanced participation of the private
sector in technology development and delivery, putting them selves in a powerful position
to scale up promotion and marketing of pesticides. Given such a scenario, it is clear that
the future of agriculture will be determined by power relations, and there is no reason why
farmers and the public in general, if sufficiently empowered could not influence the
direction of agriculture towards the goals of sustainability.
The nature of modern agricultural structure and contemporary policies have
strongly influenced the context of agricultural technology and production, which in turn
has led to numorous environmental problems. Given the realities of capitalism, resource
conserving practices are discouraged and in many cases such practices are not profitable
for farmers. As the large scale landscape homogenization with transgenic crops proceeds,
environmental impacts will probably be substantial and it is expected that such massive
deployment will exacerbate the ecological problems already associated with monoculture
agriculture. Unquestioned expansion of this technology into developing countries is also
undesirable. There is strength in the agricultural diversity of many of these countries, and
it should not be inhibited or reduced by extensive monoculture, especially when
consequences of doing so results in serious social and environmental problems.
The expectation that a set of policy changes could bring a renaissance of diversified
or small scale farms may be unrealistic, because it negates the existence of economies of
scale in agriculture and ignores the political power of agribusiness corporations and
current trends set forth by globalization. A more radical transformation of agriculture is
needed, one guided by the notion that ecological change in agriculture cannot be
promoted without comparable changes in the social, political, cultural, and economic
arenas that also constrain agriculture. Change towards a more socially just, economically

viable, and environmentally sound agriculture will be the result of social movements in the
rural sector in alliance with urban working classes.
The development of sustainable agriculture will require significant structural
changes, in addition to technological innovation, farmer to farmer networks, and farmer to
consumer solidarity. The required change is impossible without social movements that
create political will among decision makers to dismantle and transform the institutions and
regulations that presently hold back sustainable gricultural development. A more radical
transformation of agriculture is needed, one guided by the notion that ecological changes
in agriculture cannot be promoted without comparable changes in the social, political,
cultural and economic arenas that help determine agriculture.
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Agriculture in Rain-Fed Areas & the Impact of Climate Change
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Introduction :

Soumya Dutta – BJVJ / SADED

For a country like India, agriculture and its associated other ‘cultures’ of growing food,
fodder, fibre etc, are still the life lines of survival for a large majority of people. About
60% of our population of 114 Crores (1.14 billion) – a ‘staggering’ number of nearly 68
crores (680 million) -- still depend on agriculture, horticulture, floriculture,….. and the
work these plant-growing ‘cultures’ provide in different climate-defined-zones in different
weather-determined-seasons. Since almost all agriculture depends on the land – the
character, quality, access to, ownership and ‘management’ of land, all plays key roles.
Another key factor is the climate that defines the suitable zone, or the weather that
determines the right season.
Thus, the critical importance of an understanding and
‘predictability’ of the zonal climate or short-term weather cannot be overemphasized.
The other great determinant in all agriculture – as is for all life, is water, which is the
most basic requirement for plants to survive and grow. Water availability for agriculture is
an issue which has aroused interest of even non-farmers, as the produce of agriculture is
The Prime Necessity for all of us. Governments, scientific researchers, economists,
politicians, civil society groups, the media and many more – engage with this in many
different ways.
Criticality of a ‘Predictable Climate’ in Rain-fed Farming :
Water for agriculture is obtained from a multitude of apparently different sources –
ultimately all of it coming from precipitation of rain or snow. Some agriculturists have
access to this water stored from either historic rainfall – in underground aquifers – or from
near-term rain/snow-fall – in the form of shallow ground water, lakes, ponds or river
water. In today’s India, about 57% of the land used for agriculture – and the people
dependent on this land, is fed by current precipitation (rain), without any significant
access to or privilege of stored water from recent or long past. This large nos. of Rain-fed
agriculture practitioners are also naturally the most vulnerable to any erratic or unfamiliar behaviour of the climatic elements – particularly rainfall and ground/ air
temperature. Being dependent on the rains only for growing their crops also means that
they cannot utilize the other favourable growing conditions in other seasons, and thus
remain relatively impoverished, even compared to other poor farmers who have some
access to irrigation during these times of better climatic (growing) conditions, like suitable
temperature /humidity for some high-value crops. Thus, if the predictability of the
weather elements goes down, this leads to a “negative feed back cycle”, of gradual
pauperization of rain-fed farmers.
The recent near-disaster of the erratic monsoon and the failure of ‘weather prediction’ in
India highlights this. As the rains vanished after an early but short appearance, and a
long dry period persisted, crores of small-holding rain-fed farmers either helplessly
watched their ‘kharif’ rice seedlings wither away – along with the money & labour inputs,
or refrained from going in for any sowing – looking into an equally uncertain & dark
future. In district after district of the vast stretches of rain-fed land in Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, Andhra Pradesh,… the sight of dry farming lands with withered seedlings was
something out of a farming horror story. Better off farmers, in places where deeper
ground water sources could be tapped, put in saved money into pumping this ground
water in desperate attempts to save at least part of their already sown crops. Farmers in

vast tracts of Andhra Pradesh, even those in the periphery of the huge Nagarjuna Sagar
reservoir, switched to late planting of cotton, requiring much less water – to have some
earnings from their lands, only to be swept away by the late monsoon floods. A double
blow, from the erratic climate and the abysmal failure of the ‘scientific prediction’ of
climate in India, the most important part of which – for the people at large at least – is
the monsoon prediction.
Role of ‘Predictability’ in a Changing Climate & Rain-Fed Farming :
The weather or climate keeps changing – from place to place, from week to week. That is
the common characteristics of weather everywhere. So why are farmers (like so many
others, in fact almost all kinds of people in today’s world) bothered by the recently headline hugging ‘Climate Change’ ? Why have they not got used to the ‘change’ in centuries
of living under such changing climate ? The answer lies in a correct understanding of the
loosely called ‘change’ in the climate patterns. People & communities everywhere know
and understand the regular changes, the cycles of change, and how to adjust or respond
to these, and mould their farming life around these ‘regular changes’. In other words,
these changes were broadly predictable – with only occasional surprises or shocks, which
were within the ‘shock-absorption’ or coping capacities of these farmers.
The problems started with the climate system changing in a rarely experienced manner,
thus stretching the coping capacities of farming communities to the limit and beyond. It is
important to understand that communities do have traditional / indigenous knowledge and
practices that have evolved in response to a variety of geographic, climatic, cultural and
other complex environments. But these indigenous knowledge and practices arise out of
their historical experiences, and if the new situations are rarely experienced in their
historical past, the communities – farming or otherwise – are not likely to have evolved
adequate responses or coping mechanisms – that we generally call traditional knowledge
& practices.
The present Climate Change phenomenon is largely defined by ‘un-predictability’ in these
‘changes’ experienced repeatedly in our historic past. It is not only farming communities
in rain-fed areas, apple growers in Himachal Pradesh & Uttarakhand, fisher-people in the
coastal areas, island dwellers and such vulnerable communities, but even the ‘climate
scientists’ are struggling to come to terms with this change in the predictability of the
‘predictably changing climate’.
In India, this understanding is more pathetic,
accompanied by a deplorable lack of efforts to communicate & share whatever little the
‘experts’ understand / can predict. This was tragically demonstrated by this year’s
experience of failed monsoon prediction. The Indian Meteorological Department kept
predicting a normal, or just below-normal monsoon rainfall (93%) till the end of July –
despite their being aware of some possibility of the developing El Nino condition (as
evidenced from their internal briefing) and consequent drying of the Indian Summer
Monsoon, when large parts of the country, and specially the rain-fed areas & farmers were
counting their mounting losses from withered or un-cultivated fields.
There was
absolutely no communication or mild warning, to the people or farming communities at
large, to prepare for such a possibility.
Climate Change Records and ‘Predictions’ for India :
The story is not exactly that none of the ‘erratic behaviour’ of the climatic cycle is
possible to anticipate to any degree. In fact, in many parts of the world – including India
itself - climate scientists are using both the analysis of decades-old past records as well
as their mathematical modeling capabilities to put some order in the increasing chaos.

So, what are these anticipated changes in the climate, that the models ‘predict’, or even
trends being observed over the years ? Take a look at the findings from the National
Climate Centre, Pune, about the all important monsoon rainfall data, so vital for India’s
agriculture & food production -There is a major shift in monsoon rainfall pattern – finds from records
of monsoon over the past 100 years shows significant trends
Rainfall over Kerala showing a significant declining trend
Contribution of July rainfall decreasing
August and June rainfall increasing
Rainfall over Kerala, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand has been showing a trend of decrease,
while that over coastal Andhra Pradesh, Rayalaseema, north interior Karnataka, Madhya
Maharashtra, Konkan, Goa, Jammu and Kashmir, west Uttar Pradesh and Gangetic West
Bengal is showing a increasing trend. The southwest monsoon is very crucial considering
that on an average it accounts for nearly 75 per cent of the country's annual rainfall.
Within the monsoon period, rainfall during July is all the more important as it has a great
bearing on agricultural activity in the country. ………
There are other ‘scientific predictions’ from modeling studies, done by premier institutions
of the world – which may or not fully match the historical data analysis. Many of these
cover the Indian monsoon, being one of the key climate factors, both in terms of
meteorology and impact on people’s lives.

‘Predictions’ from just one such thorough recent study, done in Purdue University, are
reproduced above.
As is evident from the precipitation (rain /snow fall) diagram, decrease in rain fall during
the summer monsoon – on which a large part of India’s rain-fed agriculture depends - is

predicted in large areas of India (red marked areas), whereas in the North-East and a part
of east-central India, Jammu & Kashmir – rain-fall is predicted to increase. The right-side
diagram shows the anticipated change of start of monsoon date. Here too, the larger trend
is a delayed onset in most parts of India (red & yellow marked areas) – N-E India, coastal
Karnataka, Kerala & parts of Tamilnadu being the exceptions (green areas, indicating little
or no change).
The Great Information Divide & Future Coping Strategies :
Thus it is increasingly becoming clear that, the ‘erratic changes’ in the climatic systems
are not entirely ‘un-predictable’, though it must be appreciated that the results /
predictions of scientific modeling studies are not ‘exact’, and can change based on both
changed ‘data’ and changed or improved modeling equations (these are especially
important in view of the complexity of the climate systems, and the involvement of a large
nos. of ‘variables’ linked in complex, non-linear ways). The challenge to ‘science’ is still
large, but is greater in taking all the ‘stake-holder’ communities into the informationpreparation-coping network. It is in this sphere that we are lagging far behind – both in
intention and capability.
All the talk about district-level, short term forecasts, of
integrating community knowledge systems into coping strategies, are – just in the realms
of discussions, even this late in the day. How we respond to these multiple challenges –
as communities, as a nation and as connected people of the world – will determine how
our people, including the large no. of dry-land farming communities, fare in the face of
this threat creared by the naked exploitation of nature by the industrial capitalist system..
====================================================
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In the last few years, the world community is gradually waking up to the unfolding
climate crisis that is upon us. More than the 4th Assessment Report of the UN sponsored
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), released in February 2007, it is the
meriads of reports of people and communities getting badly affected by the diverse
impacts of a Planetary Climate turning extreme in patches & changing unpredictably, that
is contributing to the rising concerns world-wide. And what is compounding these pain &
sufferings of people & communities everywhere, are the commercial-interest driven
responses from the market forces, often backed by the State players, whether in the
northern or southern worlds.
Warming of the Earth’s surface and Climate Change :
What is the basic character and root-cause of the present climate crisis (in contrast to the
many natural climate changes of the past million years or so, where about a dozen
Glacials & Inter-Glacials alternated) ? Over the past 250 years since the Industrial
Revolution, humanity’s consumption of energy & materials have kept growing at an ever
increasing pace. And for the last hundred years have seen the consumption of both the
fossil carbon fuels (Petroleum, Natural Gas, various types of Coal) and many other mineral
resources (the extraction & refining of these themselves consume a huge amount of fossilcarbon energy) sky-rocket. This explosive increase of fossil carbon use has added very
large quantities of Carbon Dioxide to the global common atmosphere, increasing its
concentration from the pre-industrial level of 279 ppmv (parts per million volume of air) to
the present day 388 ppmv, and increasing @ 2 ppmv per year. This explosive rate of rise
is far higher than the rate of GHG rise during any of the previous & natural climate
changes This has disturbed the radiative heat balance of the atmosphere, and with each
ppmv increase in these Green House Gases (CO2, CH4-methane, N2O-nitrous oxide,
CFCs, water vapour Æ all are green house gases, causing lower-atmospheric warming by
differential absorption of different wave lengths of heat radiation, called the Green House
Effect), the average global surface temperature is marching up, as these GHGs have the
property of selectively absorbing more of the earth-radiated long-wave infrared than the
Sun-radiated short-wave ones. There is a 0.8 degree Celsius rise already in place over the
last century, and scientists are predicting the inevitability of at least a 2 deg. C rise by the
end of the 21st century, if not more and the consequent “tipping over” of many of the
earth’s natural systems !
What does this temperature rise mean ? The whole climate system of the earth is driven
primarily by the energy of heat (light is only a more ‘concentrated’ heat, that excites a
different sense in plants & animals) received from the sun interacting differently with
different surfaces, earth’s gravity and its rotation around its axis. Thus any long-term
change in that energy balance will change the earth’s climate system, creating new
equilibrium points, as is happening now. If it was just this ‘technicality’, we would not be
worried. But the problem begins with the fact that the overwhelming majority of the
earth’s life-forms (species) & life-support systems are well adjusted to the present day
climate regime, and many have limited capabilities to adjust to drastic changes in the
climate. And these include the vast majority of humanity, who are not very well endowed

with resources, tools & other support systems. As a result, this resource-poor majority has
started to feel the pain of climate change already.
Extraction-Consumption-Dumping :: Privatising the Commons
It is thus clear that a small section of human society has accumulated wealth & resources,
created a high consumption life-style (called a better standard of living) by extracting and
accumulating both natural and human capital, and dumped the wastes of their industries
& life-styles on to the commons Æ the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the biosphere etc.
This has created the historic accumulation of GHGs and other toxic wastes in the global
(like the atmosphere) & local commons (like lakes, rivers, pastures etc). In the current
context, the northern ‘developed’ societies even now consume a far higher share of global
resources than the southern ‘developing’ and under-developed societies. Taking just the
carbon dioxide emission today (which is a reasonably good indicator of energy
consumption, as well as other material consumption – as explained earlier), the USA emits
over 18 Tons of CO2 per person per year, compared to about 9.8 Tons for an average
European per year, about 4.2 Tons for an average Thai, about 3.8 Tons for an average
Chinese, about 1.4 Tons for an average Indian and about 0.7Tons for an average
Bangladeshi. The irony is, it is the Bangladeshi – with the low-end emission and
consumption, who will have to pay possibly the highest price, through the loss of her
home and lands, under the rising seas caused by this excess emissions of the
‘developed’!!
And what would be a bearable CO2 emission that the earth can manage w/o disturbing the
present life support systems ? The Carbon Cycle of the earth has a capacity to recycle
about 16 billion tons of CO2 every year, shared roughly equally between land vegetation
and the oceans (both oceanic plant life & dissolving CO2 in ocean waters). Leaving a fair
share for other animal life, we can safely assume that humanity has to limit its CO2
emission within about 14 billion tons per year. If you divide that equally between every
citizen of the earth (all equal children of mother earth), with today’s population of about
6.8 billion, it comes to the ‘permissible’ CO2 emission of a little over 2 Tons per person
per year. Any community consuming-emitting well over that will be forcefully depriving
others of their fair share of nature’s gifts and creating unbearable load on the earth’s lifesupport systems.
So, the more one consumes & dumps, the more they appropriate others shares. Thus, it is
clear that the societies which have largely created this Climate Crisis in the first place,
should bear large part of the responsibility for addressing this, though the ‘others’ also
need to act (common but differentiated responsibility). But from the point of time this
became clear and international efforts started (1990), most of the over-consuming
‘developed’ societies have increased their consumption and pollutant dumping even
farther. Almost all the 36 Annexe-I countries (the over consuming ‘developed’ societies)
have increased their emissions significantly, by about 25% from 1990 levels. To add to
that, several ‘developing’ countries – China, Brazil, South Africa, Thailand, Mexico, India …
are playing the “catch up” game, and increasing their per person emissions fast, in the
name of ‘development’ in the same extraction-consumption-accumulation path. The overconsuming North, instead of cutting their emissions, plays a game of first getting
reduction-commitments from these emerging consumers, who are rightly pointing out that
the ‘culprit’ cannot demand sacrifices from the victims – that’s not justice. There the
insane human world stands today, with the earth’s life-support systems giving every
warning of imminent start of collapse.

But looking at nation-states as a unit won’t give the true picture. Within the overall underconsuming societies like India, there are significant sections of populations whose
consumption-emission-accumulation are considerably higher than the national average,
well above the fair-share of 2 Tons CO2 per person, and far higher than the large
deprived sections in these countries. For example, the economically lower 40 % of India’s
population emits about 380-400 Kgs of CO2 per person per year, compared to the nearly
1.4 Tons national average, and approx. 4 Tons for an average middle class, car-owning
Delhi resident !! The upper 10% of urban Indians (India has about 30% of its people or
about 34 Crore people living in cities & towns today) consume and emit at a level almost
comparable to an average east-European. So, why should not this section of the
‘developing’ country society reduce their consumption-emission-accumulation and share in
the mitigation efforts ? Compare the 380 Kg annual per person emission of the lower
(economically) 40% of Indians with the emission resulting from just one round-trip by air
by an average upper-middle class urban Indian, say from Delhi to Mumbai & back,
resulting in an CO2 emission of about 350 Kgs -- just for that one trip ! Also compare that
to the average TOTAL consumption-spending of Rs.20 per day per person for over 83
Crore of India’s poor, the forced under-consumers (Arjun Sengupta committee report).
What pollution can one cause with Rs.20 per day of total expenditure ? So, there is a very
strong case of Differentiated Responsibilities within nation-states also, very different types
& scales of responsibilities.
Response of the States and the Market Economy
Faced with such a critical challenge, how did the Governments and the industrial capitalist
market economy responded ? They came up – through the Kyoto Protocol and its
subsequent mechanisms -- with Carbon Trading and ‘Clean (?) Development Mechanism’
(CDM), typically greed-driven, profit-first, ‘more for the resource-rich’ responses. If the
over-consumers (the developed societies) are not prepared to actually reduce their
consumption-emission, how logical / fair / just / equitable is it to expect that the forced
under-consumers (the developing and under-developed societies) will accept some petty
carbon-trade money for not consuming-emitting for even a minimum level for dignified
living. Which they have been denied in the first place by the over consumers ? And will
they real under consumers benefit in any way ? Who really benefit ?
Let’s take a concrete example from a real-life situation. A European company faced with
more-than-quota CO2 emission and unable or unwilling to cut its production-emission of
CO2, pays an Indian company building a large new coal fired power plant (one of the
planned new 4000 MW Ultra Mega one) some money and gets a large ‘off-set’ against its
mandatory CO2 emission reduction target !! Does the new coal fired power plant – by
some unexplained magical formula - reduces global CO2 emission ? No, it can only add to
the global total, already far above the earth’s carbon cycle limit. It is supposed to be a
‘super-critical’ steam technology plant, meaning, it will use super-critical steam for its
turbines, extracting a minute extra energy efficiency (over the usual 32-33% of a normal
coal-fired thermal power plant). This extra efficiency is supposed to have eliminated that
extra amount of fuel needed for generating that 4000 MW, which otherwise would have
been spent, creating an extra CO2 emission !!
Sounds complicated and make-believe ? Do not worry – it really is make-believe. The total
Indian & global CO2 emission will increase by about 45-50 million tons of CO2 per year
from this new ‘ultra mega power plant’ of 4000 MW installed capacity, it will devastate the
vegetation and agri-flori culture dependent livelihoods of people of 3-4 hundred square
kilometers of surrounding area by its fly-ash emission (no one calculates the CO2
assimilation / sequestration loss from this! ), the poor people living around this new plant

will pay heavily in terms of their pollution-related health problems, the new mine & the rail
/ roads etc for the 15-16 million tons a year of coal required will devastate a pristine
forest & its inhabitants (again, no calculation of even its carbon assimilation loss) – both
human & non-human. Adding 45-50 million tons of CO2 and about 4-5 million tons of flyash every year to the atmosphere is passed off as “Clean Development” !! Adding a few
hundred air pollution related deaths to over 150,000 or more per year in India is also
clean by this reckoning ! And it solves the Green House Gas excess problem by adding
some more GHG !! Wah CDM ! And the Government of India supports & encourages this
mechanism the whole-hog, even begs and competes with other nations and their
companies for more of this ‘clean’ money, in the hands of its ‘clean’ corporates. In the
process, if its poor citizens living near these ‘clean’ projects are cleaned out of their lives,
who bothers !
The same insane, inhuman ‘logic’ is repeated in each such CDM / Carbon Trading / Forest
Carbon reduction etc schemes and plans of the global capitalist market, supported by the
world’s governments bulldozing the protests and resistances of the victimized poor who
has to live of the increasingly poisoned land, water and air, without the resources to
artificially clean-up their ‘little Gangas and little Yamunas’.
You can clearly see the losers in this game, but who gains ? From the extra electricity
generated by this new ultra mega coal-fired power plant, the Indian urban middle class
consumer will be able to get 18.5 hours per day of electricity from the present 18, India’s
average (how misleading this term can be !) electricity can go up from about 650 KWHr
per person per year to about 680 KWhr, the corporates (TATA Power, Reliance Power,
GMR etc) setting up the (dirty) coal-fired power plants gets a tidy CDM funding from the
European company, this European company gets away with cheap (US$ 13-14 per CER)
fictitious CO2 reduction, and the concerned European over-consumers now do not have to
cut their 4000 KWHr per person per year electricity consumption – the magic of Carbon
Trading takes care of that !!
Let us look at another real-life scenarios from India (though the reports of immense
sufferings from many other parts of the world are no less important), and understand the
linkages.
As a large scale, macro effect of the gradual but continous warming of the earths surface
at mid to high latitudes, it is now established by studies (SAC/ISRO, HN Bahuguna Univ
Srinagar Garhwal etc) that a) most Himalayan Glaciers have lost over 20% of their ice
covers in the last 40 odd years, and b) several individual glaciers that have been studied
have
lost
even
more
mass.
How do we connect these to the impacts on people & communities at the macro scale ? In
a recent (Oct. 2008) visit to the Dhauladhar range in the western Himalayas, people's
science activists were shocked to find the whole of the Dhauladhar bereft of snow / ice,
though good part of the range lies above the traditional 'snow-line'. This was then
confirmed with Goggle earth images.
But where do people come in ? The southern side of Dhauladhar gives rise to 8/9
streams, on which the agriculture, drinking water, industry & commerce of the densely
populated Kangra valley of Himachal Pradesh, of the very popular (and economic lifeline of
a large population) tourist circuit of Dharamshala-Dalhousie-Chamba - all depends totally.
There are about 10 such streams on the northern side of Dhauladhar also. And a large
population of mostly agrarian & pastoral communities call the area their home. The
Physical impacts of Global Warming is already showing on many of their enterprises. But
what complicates matters is the 'main-stream' response of the capitalist economic system
that we have blindly adopted.

In the name of clean-energy, and taking advantage of the ‘Clean Development’ Off-sets,
a large no. of medium & mini hydel plants are coming up on the streams (several smaller
ones like Iqu near Yol, a bigger one near Palampur are already operational). Nothing
wrong with having a bit of electricity which does not produce too much of carbon dioxide
(the primary contributor to global warming), except that with the Govt. guaranteeing the
investors an assured return on their hydel plant (and thus the assured flow of water to the
penstock & turbines), the communities living in-between the storage pond and the turbine
(the higher the height difference, the greater the electric energy generated, BUT also, the
larger the number of villages, agri-horticultural fields and people by-passed in-between)
are denied an assured water access. The larger this ‘clean’ energy generation, the larger
the project implementing company gets the Carbon Credit for ‘cleanly’ eliminating or
offsetting people’s lives & livelihoods – with full support from the Indian State !! Indian
Himalayas (like most other developing country hill areas) are not devoid of people &
communities. And the conflicts are already driving the peaceful Himachal villagers to the
streets for protest, to demand their rights.
The devastating loss of mustard crops in Rajasthan in the unprecedented ground frost of
winter 2007-2008, the total drying out of Bundelkhand over the last 8-9 years (except for
the better rains of 2008, which didn’t help much as the water holding infrastructure is
already devasated), the rising sea-levels and increased tropical storms forcing thousands
from Kendrapara and other coastal districts of Orissa (stories are same in Andhra, Tamil
Nadu..) - all are loud warning signals from mother earth, that we cannot continue in this
devastating path of consumption driven development. Instead of responding with
understanding & sensitivity to both nature and the communities most vulnerable and
dependent upon natural eco-systems, both the State and the market are responding with
Carbon Trading, Offsets, REDD etc - without ever trying to really reduce the unbearable
pollution load on the earth’s atmospheric-hydrospheric-lithospheric-biospheric systems.
False Solutions :
Some other proposed solutions also talks about nuclear (fission) power, agro-fuels, and
planetary engineering. The most basic understanding that either eludes or is deliberately
ignored by such false-dream-merchants, is that the Earth has limited resources of any
kind, and we cannot keep stripping her bare for our ever increasing greed. If handstiched leather footballs were enough for Pele and Garincha to weave all their magic on
the world stage, why do we need multi-million dollar space-age factories to make the
same footballs today ? Why do we have to light up our urban nights as if there should be
no difference between days & nights ? Why do we need a 2000 Kg SUV to move a single
person from his home to work place, when a convenient bus or rail ride can do the same
at one-tenth the energy consumption and less than one-twelvth the polluting emission –
both from its running & manufacturing energies ? The earth has given enough warnings of
the limits of its consumption boundaries. Let us also look at the table of several modernday important metals (natural resource materials) and their expected running out time –
even at the present rate of extraction (which will expose the myth of the possibility of
limitless growth by switching to ‘alternatives’) Æ
========================================================
=========
Metal
World Total
Expected Time of
Principal Uses
Reserve
Exhaustion based on
Current rate of use
--------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aluminium
good

32,350 Mn Tons

1027 years

Arsenic

One Mn Ton

20 years

Antimony

3.86 Mn Tons

30 years

Cadmium

1.6 Mn Tons

70 years

Chromium

779 Mn Tons

143 years

Copper
shipping,
Germanium
Gold
brd,
Halfnium

937 Mn Tons

1124 Tons

semi-conductors, solar cells
pharmaceuticals, catalysts
Ni-Cd batteries etc
Chrome plating,

61 years

0.5 Mn Tons (US) 5-7 years
90,000 Tons

transport/electrical/military/consmr-

electr., wires, coins, plumbing,
semi-conductors, solar cells,

45 years
20 years

jewellery, gold teeth, electronic circuit
computer chips, nuclear control rods,

Indium

6000 Tons

13 years

solar cells, LCD displays,

Lead

144 Mn Tons

42 years

pipes, Lead-cid batteries,

Nickel

143 Mn Tons

90 years

batteries, turbine blades,

345 years

fertilizer, animal feed,

Phosphorus

50,000 Mn Tons

Platinum/
converters
Rhodium

80,000 Tons

Selenium

170,000 Tons

360 years

jewellery, catalyst, fuel-cells, catltc-

120 years

semiconductors, solar cells,

Silver

570,000 Tons

30 years

jewellery, industry-catalyst,

Tantalum

153,000 Tons

116 years

cell phones, camera lens,

Thallium

650,000 Tons

Tin

11.2 Mn Tons

Uranium

4.6 Mn Tons

65 years
40 years

Superconductors, organic reagents,
cans, solder, plating,

70 years
nuclear power, weapons
(w/o breeding)
Zinc
460 Mn Tons
46 years
galvanizing,
========================================================
=====
Here is a graphic look of how many years different basic materials /natural resources will
last, even at the present rate of use / exploitation. So, forget about “growth through
alternative resources”.

If we analyse all these, we see the root cause of the global warming and climate change
crisis, which is the un-sustainable and in-equitable extraction and consumption of nature’s
gifts, of privatization of the commons - global, regional and local. As the capitalist
industrial bulldozer has extracted fossil fuels at ever increasing rates, burned them to
produce ever increasing consumables, dumped the wastes (and externalized both the
environmental & human costs) into the global common atmosphere and hydrosphere, the
earths recycling systems are slowly giving in under the enormous extraction / exploitation.
We have far exceeded the carbon cycles recycling capacity - by over 2 ½ times aready

(and are still striving for further growth in consumption !! ), the water cycle - fully
dependent on the climate -- is going haywires.
If we have to survive even this century as a human race - and not as a small selection of
what is now known as Humanity, we must pay heed to the loud & clear warnings, critically
examine our path of “development” and change course. The earlier we do that, the less
will be the severity of pain & sufferings, the less will be the time to recover from the
disaster we are already facing.
==========================================
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Carbon Trading : A View and a Review
=========================
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A useful warning
"According to a recent report entitled Rising Temperatures, Rising Tensions: Climate
change and the risk of violent conflict in the Middle East, by the International Institute for
Sustainable Development (IISD), the River Jordan could shrink by up to 80 percent by the
end of the century. It warned that water supplies may “severely decrease”, falling by 60
percent of 2000 levels by 2100"
(See http://www.iisd.org/publications/pub.aspx?pno=1130%20).
The warning is useful in three ways. It reminds us:
i) That Carbon Trading (CT), the name usually given to a market based approach
to the worst crisis to have ever hit humanity, even if it works in the ways that its
proponents claim that it will work, can do nothing to sort out the other problems
that climate change will greatly exacerbate, and,
ii) That it might even exacerbate some of those problems,
and serves us,
iii) By being an appropriate prologue to a review of Larry Lohmann's important
book. Lohmann says that Carbon Trading will not work.
Some pertinent reminders:
The Earth is a singular planet. The laws that govern its motion govern all planetary
motions; the shape of its orbit is very similar to the shapes of other planetary orbits; the
elements that constitute its bulk are, mostly, the same as the elements in the other
planets, and are present in much the same proportions. What, then, makes it singular?
The answer is simple. It behaves, in important ways, like an organism.
The idea is astonishing. James Lovelock first thought of it. He did not jump to it crudely,
from the fact that the Earth is the only living planet that we know of, but by reasoned his
way there from profoundly solid facts.
The most profound fact (see his 1979 book “Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth”) rested on
the nature of the Earth's atmosphere. It was this:
The Earth's atmosphere differs from all
planetary atmospheres.
Lovelock had reached that conclusion after working with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) on a project to discover whether there was life on Mars. His
approach to the "Life on Mars" question was simple:

Compare Mars' atmosphere to Earth's, in chemical detail. What compounds are
present in it, in what proportions; if the answers are sufficiently identical, Mars
ought to have life.
NASA's scientists accepted the approach, designed the necessary instruments, sent them
into space to look at the Red Planet.....and discovered that its atmosphere was in a
chemical equilibrium, [1],
Lovelock then pointed out that the Earth's atmosphere is violently out of equilibrium (I
shall explain why, soon), and added that it was that way because the Earth has life.
A little thought will reveal the reason why life could make such a big difference. Living
things, even the simplest ones, differ from dead things in that they have complex
organizations. The complexity isn't fixed; it grows as the organisms grow and decays as
they move towards death. Such an organization obviously can't be in a state of chemical
equilibrium. But, by the same token, the environment that is the source of the growing
organization and the sink of its decay products can't be in chemical equilibrium either,
unless it is infinite.
Simple questions can make the point more clear. Can coal exist below the ground on
Mars? "Not likely", because coal's starting materials, trees, are the biological products of
sunlight and CO2 that exhale O2, a molecule so violently reactive that you cannot hope to
find it in Mars' atmosphere. O2 combines with Carbon to make CO2, Sulphur to make
SO2, nitrogen to make a variety of oxides etc., (the noble gases are exceptions).
Another question. The green plants are the things that produce the large amounts
(approximately 20%) of O2 in the Earth’s atmosphere. If they made more O2 then the
amount of living matter would be more; more of a good thing would be more good, would
it not? No! Because spontaneous combustion would then destroy its creators. The forest
fires raging in Uttarakhand as I write these, in Dilli, in hot and dry June 2009, are proof.
CT and reforestation:
The last point has an implication for CT that is seldom recognized, namely that extensive
reforestation cannot solve the root cause of global warming, the production of too much
CO2. The point cannot be understood unless the importance of fire in ecosystem
conservation is recognized and accepted. Some examples, all of them related to fire, will
make that clear,
Fire:
I start with a simple example, the practice of "jhumming", [2], (English: slash and burn
agriculture), in North East India, and particularly in Arunachal Pradesh. It works on hillside
farms in forests. Proponents say that it does not result in over cultivated land, fallow
periods being part of the process, so that fields are allowed to recover their fertility (the
difference to the common practice, in patriarchal societies, of treating fertile females as
baby producing machines, dooming them to labor their way to early old age and early
death is too striking to not notice).
Turn to Australia, and Surveyor General Major Thomas Mitchell, who noted in the 1830s
that:

"Fire, grass, and kangaroos, and human inhabitants, seem all dependent on each other for
existence. ... Fire is necessary to burn the grass, and form those open forests, in which we
find the large forest kangaroo; the native applies that fire to the grass at certain seasons,
in order that a young green crop may subsequently spring up, and so attract and enable
him to kill or take the kangaroo with nets. In summer, the burning of long grass also
discloses vermin, birds' nests, etc., on which the females and children, who chiefly burn
the grass, feed, [3]".
Stephen Pyne, a fire historian at of Arizona State University makes the point about
reforestation and carbon sequestration most bluntly and tellingly “Carbon cannot be
sequestered like bullion. Biological preserves are not a kind of Fort Knox for carbon. Living
systems store that carbon, and those terrestrial biotas demand a fire tithe. That tithe can
be given voluntarily or it will be extracted by force. Taking the carbon exhumed by
industrial combustion from the geologic past and working it into overripe woodpiles is an
approach of questionable wisdom. Eliminate fire and you can build up, for a while, carbon
stocks, but at probable damage to the ecosystem upon the health of which future
regulation of carbon in the biosphere depends. Stockpile biomass, whether in Yellowstone
National park or in a Chilean eucalyptus plantation and you stockpile fuel, the combustion
equivalent of burying toxic waste. Refuse to tend the domestic fire and the feral fire will
return - as it recently did in Yellowstone and Brazil’s Parc Nacional das Emas where years
of fire exclusion ended with lightening strike that seared 85 % of the park in one fiery
flash, [4].”
Oliver Rackham’s (Cambridge University) has a shorter, but equally telling view. “
Undeniably, having more trees will work in the right direction – but to the minutest
degree. For its practical effect [ME: on climate change], telling people to plant trees is like
telling them to drink more water to keep down rising sea levels.”
Lohmann's goals:
The last two quotes, from the book under review, indicate the three goals, viz,
i) To look, critically, at climate change;
ii) To establish that the science behind it is sound,
iii) To do the same thing for privatisation and power,
of its author.
Two things must, then, hold the book together. The nature and causes of, climate change
is one of them. The nature and causes of the main (meaning the one that has, currently,
the greatest influence on the world's political leaders) proposed solution to that change, is
the other.
The two are not addressed equally. The Book's Table of Contents makes clear that
Lohmann is addressing people with some exposure to the first thing and little or no
exposure to the second. Accordingly, the book's first chapter, which is about the first
thing, is also the books shortest chapter. I therefore refrain from commenting on it
immediately, and turn, instead, to the remaining four chapters. They are the meat of the
book.
Ch. 2 treats the history of the idea of Carbon Trading. The origin of the idea, in the
economy of the world's super power is, rightly, emphasized. Politicians and pundits have
rooted for privilege throughout US history.

James Madison typifies the politicians. He insisted that the then new Republic should
"protect the minority of the opulent against the majority", [5].
Walter Lippmann, a 20 Th century pundit, with the same views, held that "consent" could
be "manufactured" in a democracy, using the tools of modern propaganda. The
manufacture was, he thought, a revolution in democratic practice. He spoke of the two
forces and functions present in any democracy: the bewildered herd, trampling and
roaring, was one of them. The herd's vote provided legitimacy. Their role ended there.
They were to be propagandized into "the interested spectators of action". Active
participation in the affairs of state was not for them. Such action belonged to the select.
Only they could aspire to the "duty" (he actually used the word) of being "the responsible
man", [6].
The economic and military might of the world's only super power is much reduced in
scope, currently. The great crash in the financial markets says so. The crash started in the
USA. It has spread to almost all over the world. But, relative to other countries, the USA is
still "super".
Thus, it isn't hard to see the idea of minority rule legitimized by majority consent forcing a
new cup of misery called CT into the lives of the worlds poor. Lippmann's heirs,
everywhere, will see those people as a world wide "underdeveloped herd".
Ch. 3 does an excellent job of dealing with the "failures" of pollution trading. "Absurdities"
would be a better word to describe what business as usual's (BAU's) handling of a planet
wide pollutant like CO2 has accomplished. That apart, the standard rules are treated with
great fullness. Topics covered range from the nature and historical origins of Property
Rights and its influence on present day Economics, to the troubles of Carbon projects,
particularly the troubles of monitoring them.
Regarding the last point, BAU advocates know that India, the country with the largest
number of such projects, has a particularly bad record in monitoring most things. But, so
what; the market will straighten that out.
The troubles of CO2:
The troubles are not just "more CO2 in the atmosphere means more global warming". CO2
is increasing in the oceans and the world's soils as well. Its effects on crops are barely
known. As the air's temperature goes up, so will growing season generally lengthen. Some
plants, rice in particular, are known to wither if the temperature is high enough at
flowering time. But we are ignorant about most of the other effects.
We are right to expect that there will be more rain in temperate zones and more droughts
in the tropics. But country specific knowledge of how those excesses and deficits will be
distributed within those huge climatic zones remains a far cry. We are told to think
globally but act locally. But how can most Indians do that, not to speak of Himalayan
shepherds?
The Arctic's ice does seem to be melting faster than before but we can't really be sure that
global warming due to anthropogenic GHG's is its driver because we have too little record
of the history of that ice.

Camille Parmesan, [7], has shown us that butterflies (butterflies astonished Darwin when
he saw them out in the Southern Ocean during his Beagle voyage: "Its raining butterflies",
the sailors said)
Ch. 4, "Offsets - the fossil economy's new arena of conflict", is rich with stories from
Guatemala, the Andean Ecuador, Uganda, Costa Rica, South and Southeast Asia, South
Africa and Brazil. Ch. 5 discusses the future.
A useful appendix, containing a copy of the Durban Declaration "Climate Justice Now!"
rounds the book off.
The nature and the causes of Carbon Trading:
Today, when "Globalization and its discontents" (a play on Freud's "Civilization and its
discontents") has become a best seller, I only need to say that CT is a "snake oil", [8],
idea; that the idea is being sold to all humanity; that the selling is driven by a greed for
unlimited profits that has long possessed a small and very powerful section of humanity;
that what Binayak Sen calls "structural violence" (legally permitted State violence)
increases the reach of the idea. TINA rules. Capitalism led development is the only way
out of the mess of global warming. .
The ancient Greeks would have cried, "Hubris", the ancient Hindu's "Maya", and the
ancient Semites "Disobedience". But Bertrand Russell put all that those words say most
succintly, in the first chapter of his book "Power":
"These are the men framed after the model of Milton's Satan, combining, like him, nobility
with impiety. By 'impiety' I mean something not dependent upon theological beliefs: I
mean refusal to admit the limitations of individual human power. This Titanic combination
of nobility with impiety is most notable in the great conquerors, but some element of it is
to be found in all men. It is this that makes social cooperation difficult, for each of us
would like to conceive of it after the pattern of the cooperation between God and His
worshipers, with ourself in the place of God. Hence competition, the need of compromise
and government, the impulse to rebellion, with instability and periodic violence. And hence
the need of morality to restrain anarchic self-assertion".
Capitalism equals Clean Development:
The ill effects of CO2, in all the niches that Earthly life lives in, and seeks to live in, will be
solved by the Clean Development Mechanism, which means Carbon trading, sometimes
called - more brutally but also far more pertinently - Emissions Trading.
ET tells us that A can, in the pursuit of profit, emit as much of anything as he wants to,
provided B agrees to trap as much as A emits, say by planting trees in the case of CO2, i.
e., undoing what A has done, however large and otherwise repugnant that may be.
How marvelous the mechanism is! Used freely, it allows me to kill some one and pay you
to give birth to someone else because a birth anywhere cancels a death anywhere else,
and provided that both killing and giving birth is valued impersonally, by the market. The
scheme fails only because killing and giving birth are not tradable products.
You can be rich and A, and I poor and B. During the 1990's, US businessmen visiting India
would speak of the need for a”level playing field”. The idea is key to the proposal that free
markets will produce goodies for all, at no cost whatsoever. Costs to what? Not to the

oceans. What happens to them does not matter; they can change from sources of life to
dead waters, as has happened at the mouth of the Mississippi river in the USA: toxic
wastes generated by a high industrial civilization has robbed those waters, and the once
abundant life that lived there, of dissolved oxygen. The loss can not, be fiat, appear on
any balance sheet, therefore it does not exist.
No wonder, Lohmann refers to the CDM as "a grandiose market scheme set up as the
world's primary response to the crisis of climate change.
The Oceans:
1. It is believed that life originated in shallow oceanic seas and moved from there to
Earth.
2. Till today, the oceans contain 80% of all planetary life.
3. The oceans are important in another way. They are part of the ‘memory’ of the
world climate system. Our planet stores its climatic memories in three places
mostly, in Greenland, Antarctica and Ocean. Our science finds two of the threeGreenland and Antarctica easy to understand. Not so the oceans!
4. The Oceans, more than land and atmosphere, have the highest capacity to hold
heat. Warming their surfaces feeds the energy that produces the world’s currents,
winds and clouds. The currents, winds and cloud react with sunlight, chemically
and physically, to create what we call the world’s climate.
5. Today CO2 is a great source of worry. The oceans interact with CO2 in complex
ways. They absorb it, store it and release it. They are, in fact, a vast system for
processing green house gases (GHG’s).
6. Some people think that the oceans could be made to absorb, and retain, a large
fraction of the human produced CO2 that remains in the atmosphere after existing
ecological processes have done their work. A few numbers will make things clear:
a) We send approximately 32 billion tonnes of CO2 into the air every year.
About half of that, 15 billion tonnes to be more accurate, stays there and
accumulates. The rest is absorbed.
b) Tropical forests absorb about 5 billion tonnes in a year, as per a recently
released study, based on 40 years of tree records (coauthors: Lee White
and Simon Lewis (see: http://www.sindhtoday.net/world/65688.htm, Feb
19, 2009).
c) The oceans absorb 7.5 billion tonnes. The remaining 7.5 billion tonnes (how
many “typical” trees is that?) goes “somewhere” – climate scientists will not
say more because they do not know where it goes.
d) The economic value of what the forests absorb has been computed at US $
26 billion. But what the oceans absorb is treated as “free”. Why? Because
the processes involved do not lead to a product, which is what market
economy demands, before it recognizes anything.
Growing global warming, environmental pollution and ecological disaster threaten the very
existence of life on our planet. Sooner rather than later, all life from the Planet may
disappear if the current economic system continues.
The same system seeks to solve the problem of global warming using the very method
that caused that warming, i.e., the “free” market.
Final words:

I know little about Karl Polyani, the economist brother of the chemist Michel Polyani, and
haven't read "The Great Transformation". I gather from others that he tried to explain the
big changes that took place between the 19th and 20 Th century European societies,
which he disagreed with Marx not about the facts of the change but about its causes. I do,
however, agree with the following quote, from Lohmann's book:
‘The road to the free market [had to be] opened and kept open by an enormous increase
in continuous, centrally organized and controlled interventionism... laissez-faire economy
was the product of deliberate state action.’
Markets have been necessary to human society for a long time. I am as convinced that
they are less important to human beings than neoliberal doctrine can dare to allow.
Neoliberalism is a fraud on The Grand Inquisitor. Dostoevsky created that meddling old
man to suggest that it was illusory to suggest that the human beings want freedom when
they can, in the mass, be pacified by magic, mystery and authority. The Inquisitor ordered
a resurrected Jesus to be burnt at the stake.
The State, today, is the authority, the market mechanism the mystery and propaganda
the magic. I think that's right. The fraud lies in the idea that burning today's Jesus, i.e.,
the people is impossible because no people, no society. A neoliberal who reads this review
might chew on that. In private, of course. I would not want him, or her, to loose either his
job or the esteem of those without whose esteem he cannot live. The tenor of this review
makes the reason why clear.
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1. What does “chemical equilibrium” mean? Any equilibrium involves the idea of a
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equilibrium is called “mechanical” because force is a mechanical concept.
Chemistry is different. Processes drive it, at different rates; they make and break,
molecules from atoms, and molecules into atoms. How, then, can there be a chemical
equilibrium? There can be, if the proportions of all the possible species of atoms and
molecules that can be formed are in balance, even when everything that can happen is
happening. The equilibrium is dynamic.
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4. Pyne, S. J., World Fire: The Culture of Fire on Earth, University of Washington Press,
Seattle, 1997, pp.31, 64, 300 ff (loc. cit. [3], above.
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Metropolitan Books/Henry Holt & Company
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7. "Poleward shift of butterfly species’ ranges associated with regional warming", Nature
399:579-583, a pdf file of which is available in
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8. The Wikipedia article (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snake oil)
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What is the ‘Atmospheric Brown Cloud’ ?
In the last 7-8 years or so, in the middle of the intense engagement on the climate crisis /
justice debate, and the intricate wheeling-dealings between trans-national entities like the
UN, nation-states, large corporates, NGOs, international funders and multi-lateral
agencies, a new spin has been added. This is the issue of the Atmospheric (earlier called
Asian !) Brown Cloud (ABC), containing, along with other aerosols / particulates, the
Black Carbon (BC) aerosols, which are now ‘discovered’ to be having such a large
impact on climate and glaciers that it is ‘considered’ almost as important as the climatechanging global carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of fossil-carbon fuels (coal,
petroleum products like petrol/ diesel/ kerosene etc, natural gas). And the UNEP (United
Nations Environment Programme) study that projected this has one Prof. Ramanathan
from the well known Cripps Institute of Oceanography, as lead author/ researcher. Many
of these studies were coming out of data from a large scale international experiment
conducted from 1996 to 1999, called INDOEX (Indian Ocean Experiment).
The year
2002 saw this issue come into international focus, whereas 2008 saw the ‘study’ focusing
on Asian sources & impacts, and consequent ‘plans’ to tackle this by the ‘carbon bazaar’.
In short, the studies ‘discovered’ that the large number of poor families in Asia burning
wood and other bio-mass for their daily cooking etc, are emitting large quantities of
dark soot or black carbon particles –- along with other aerosols coming from fly ash
(large scale coal burning in Thermal Power Plants & industries), sulphates (these are
generally from petroleum or coal burning) as well as natural particles like dust & fine salt - , which are forming a sort of Brown Cloud in the atmosphere. This aerosol laden cloud
is being driven by the North-East monsoon winds – from the Indian landmass to the Bay
of Bengal, Arabian sea & the Indian Ocean.
Thus, its concentration over these seas is
highest from Dec. to March - with Nov. to April presence (as seen by MODIS imagery from
NASA’s Terra satellite).
Projected Impacts of the ABC
This dark coloured ‘cloud’ – sometimes as thick as three Kilo Meters at its largest
atmospheric depth -- is said to be absorbing a large amount of incoming solar heat,
thus increasing the temperature of the lower atmosphere of the earth, disturbing
normal tropical air circulations.
By obstructing some solar heat from reaching the
surface, it is also reducing the warming of the sea surface significantly, when present
over ocean surfaces – reducing evaporation. This is supposed to be causing a significant
drop in monsoon rainfall over both South-West Asia, and India (though the effect on
Indian summer monsoon is not well marked by this modeling study). It is also said to be
reducing the winter time average temperature over the Indian land mass, thereby
masking the impact of Global warming – during winter time at least.
Another harmful impact of the black carbon was found to be the increased rate of
melting of Himalayan glaciers, as these dark coloured BC particles travels to the
Himalayas and settles down on the ‘white’ glaciers, thus decreasing their ‘albedo’ or

refllectivity. This increases the heat absorption by the darkened glacial surface and
consequently, its melting rate. The black carbon or soot is also a major health threat
for the poor families who use solid fuels / other biomass as fuel in their ‘improper’
chulhas/ cooking stoves.
Selective Targeting
It is also recognized that the ‘smoke’ from the large nos. of fossil-fuel powered
vehicles – particularly those with older and less efficient engines, as well as
other industries burning fossil-carbon fuels are also contributing to a large
extent to this problem of creating a heat-absorbing cloud. To the surprise of many,
the ‘smoke & noise’ about the problem though has been focused on the millions of poorfamily kitchens. As the Himalayas are well within the two large and emission increasing
nations – China & India, the problem of rapid melting of Himalayan glaciers are supposed
to be accelerated by such black carbon in the northern regions of India and southern parts
of China.
Along with the western nations, the Asian ruling elite and their corporate-controlled media
is now highlighting the urgency of tackling this ABC induced ‘climate problems’ (along with
global warming induced climate change), demanding that this heat-trapping Atmospheric
Brown Cloud (ABC) be reduced – largely by addressing the ‘problem’ of bio-mass burning
by the large nos. of poorer families in Asia !! So now the industrialized world, who are
supposed to be no major contributor to this ‘dangerous’ ABC – has another stick to beat
the poorer developing countries in Asia, after the collapse of the ‘cattle-produced
methane’ beating-stick. They are also playing to create further space for their ‘way of life’
of individual cars, big houses, lit-up shopping malls, mass-production of uniform goods,
frequent flying etc – by occupying more atmospheric pollution space to be vacated by
Asia’s bio-mass burning poor !!
The ABC and black carbon issue has become another
pawn in the global climate-political chess game.
GHG driven Climate Change, Black Carbon and Issues of Equity and Sustainability
The worldwide engagement on the global warming / climate change issues-cluster and the
resulting international negotiations at various levels have been focusing on the so-called
Green House Gases (GHG) mostly, and with very good reasons. The industrialized
countries have extracted and used /burned an overwhelmingly large proportion of the
total cumulative fossil-carbon fuels over the last couple of centuries. The ‘waste products’
of burning fossil-carbon fuels - mainly carbon dioxide (CO2) - has been dumped by these
nations into the global common atmosphere, without any care or concern of the
implications.
As the total atmospheric CO2 dumping each year (about 30 GT in the year 2006 – just
from burning fossil-carbon fuels) is far above the CO2 recycling capacity (about 14 --16
GT) of the earth’s atmosphere-hydrosphere-biosphere-lithosphere systems, the ‘excess’
dumped quantity of CO2 has been building up in the atmosphere and have pushed up the
CO2 concentration in it from around 280 ppmv (parts per million by volume) during early
industrial periods to the present value of around 388 ppmv. Over the last couple of
centuries, the ‘developed’ industrialized countries have contributed to nearly 90% of this
CO2 build-up. And CO2 being a green house gas, this increased concentration in the
atmosphere is absorbing an increasing amount of the low-energy/ long-wave heat
radiation going out from the mildly-warm earth’s surface, thus increasing the temperature
of the lower atmosphere and the surface. This has disturbed many a set / balanced
climate systems on the earth – which are critically dependent on surface (both land &

water) temperatures and temperature differences, causing un-predicted variations in the
climate and inflicting untold miseries to the natural resource & cycle dependent poorer
populations.
Logically, all effort should go towards reducing the emission of these GHGs, bringing them
down to the levels which the earth’s carbon cycle can handle. The most direct & logical
implication of this should have been a drastic reduction in the consumption of fossilcarbon fuels, by those countries and societies (both in the global north & south) who are
the over-consumers. And the Kyoto protocol and its subsequent processes were expected
to address that, putting pressure on the over-consuming industrialized nations to cut
fossil-carbon energy use by large margins.
Any just action would also require/ demand that the world’s majority of forced underconsumers – most of whom are denied even subsistence level energy & other
consumables – be provided with enough to have a dignified life. Without establishing a
‘reasonable equity’ of access to all the global commons (including the common
atmosphere), there is very little chance of a sustainable solution to the problem of
chaotically changing climate system, as the resource-deprived will rightfully attempt to
access whatever they can get hold of, irrespective of its contribution to climate crisis or
otherwise. For them, it is a question of ‘survival comes first’, unlike the ‘life-style
demands’ of the richer countries / societies And a reality check of this is the actual
average CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent) emission figures of India ~ 1.4 Tons /person/
year, USA ~ 19 Tons/ person/ year, EU - ~9 Tons /person/ Year . And if you take up the
“Black Carbon emitting” poor of south Asia, the approx. 70 % of the poorest here, who are
the target of this motivated ABC / BC campaign ? Their average CO2e emission is less
than 0.6 Tons /person/ year !! So why the focus of this twisted ABC-induced climatecrying is on these people ? There are hidden agendas behind that.
In refusing to carryout any significant reduction in their forcible over-consumption and the
resultant excessive waste dumping onto the global commons (like the oceans, the
atmosphere etc) – the total GHG emission by the Annex I countries have increased by
nearly 20% from their 1990 levels, instead of coming down, as envisioned in the Kyoto
treaty -- the capitalist-industrial societies have consistently tried to pass the burden of
emission-consumption reduction to the already under consuming societies – across
nations as well as within nations. This has been done through market based mechanisms
like carbon/ emissions trading, Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) etc. Now, one more
potent weapon for emission-trading space has been discovered in the shape of the ABC,
and the multi-lateral agencies along with the western research institutes gleefully
accepted the new-found opportunity.
Here, it is necessary to clarify that overwhelmingly large part of the solid fuels that south
Asia’s (and other similar society’s) poor are forced to use for cooking, are not Fossil
Carbon Fuels, are part of the ‘active carbon cycle’ of the earth, and thus – Do Not Add to
the net GHG emissions. This holds true to the extent that the wood / other bio-mass used
by these poor families do not exceed the regeneration of these bio-mass resources within
comparable time periods. The Black Carbon aerosols emitted by these fuels would surely
contribute to the ABC and its climate impacts, but in a less significant way than assumed
by Ramanathan’s and others studies, as I will explain/ argue in a later part of this writeup.
The apparently ‘clean’ electricity used for cooking by the majority of families in the global
north, and by the upper classes in the global south as well – is not so clean after all, as
most of this electricity comes from either the dirtiest GHG emitter – COAL (about 70% in

India & Australia, 80% in China, over 50% in USA), or equally damaging dam-based
hydro-electricity (which also causes large emissions of the potent GHG methane by
submerging huge forest biomasses, along with adding net CO2 emission by destroying this
large forest carbon-sink), or the dangerously polluting nuclear fission energy (which, apart
from the millennia-long radio-active contamination threat, also has a large carbon
footprint -- contrary to common perception – from their large embedded energy of
construction / maintenance / de-commissioning).
What are the projected facts about Atmospheric Brown Cloud ?
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), well known climate scientists like
Hansen and Jacobson , Prof V. Ramanathan’s UNEP study – all have tried to quantify the
amount of global warming potential – called radiative forcing – of this Atmospheric Brown
Cloud. There are wide variations in those calculations (from 0.2 watts/sq.mtr to over 1
w/sq.mtr – or a factor of five !), with the UNEP study lead by Ramanathan ‘showing’ the
highest amount-by-far of warming contribution by ABC, by taking into account the effect
of glacial snow-melting by the black carbon settling down on Himalayan glaciers (please
note, that the ABC is supposed to be heating up the lower atmospheric air, while cooling
the surface underneath, by blocking some of the Sun’s light /heat).
No wonder that the
western and Asian media have selectively picked up this highest estimate, and the
supposed ‘contribution’ of the poor families.
The Himalayas on the Tibetan side (trans-Himalaya) are said to have warmed by more
than one degree Celsius over the last century or longer – significantly higher than
northern Indian plains or the global average, and the glaciers over there are supposed to
be melting even faster. There are said to be ‘Hotspots’ of this brown cloud, one of the
prominent being identified as ‘Indo-Asian-Pacific Plume’, where one can ‘see’ the brown
cloud rising up, even in the satellite images. In the so-called ‘HinduKush-TibetanHimalaya’ region, the warming by the black carbon factor is now being said to be almost
equal to the warming by the additional carbon dioxide in the atmosphere !!
As an additional impact, the health cost to the poor families using these biomass stoves is
also shown to be a serious concern (which, incidentally, is supported by independent and
unrelated studies) , adding strength to the ABC argument.
Some Concerns, Doubts and contradictions
There are several questions, concerns and doubts – scientific, social & economic - about
these projections and calculations, their selective nature included.
Let us take up the issue of the sources of and proportionate contributors to this
ABC.
No doubt that a majority of Asia’s poor households burn a large quantity of wood and
other bio-mass everyday, for their cooking needs as they cannot afford to buy commercial
fuel or have no access to such fuels. Nearly 70% of India’s households use some kind of
solid cooking fuel, and a large part of them – being extremely poor (about 70% of Indians
live on little more than half-a-dollar per person per day for all their consumption expenses
– as per a Govt. of India commissioned report. What polluting fuels can they buy and burn
any way ?), use collected wood and biomass. The percentage of poor house-holds in
Bangladesh or Nepal or Pakistan using solid fuels would be similar or higher. The finer
parts of the soot from these are expected to rise up somewhat into the lower atmosphere
by the heat-created updraft, as well as by natural wind.

BUT, similar would be the case – only in a much larger scale – from the large nos. of
forest fires in California, Australia, Russia, Mongolia, southern Europe etc (and also in
Asian countries including Indonesia, China, India ….). Several such forest fires in California
(USA) and Australia burns hundreds of square kilometers each, thus sending up black
carbon / dark soot from many millions of whole trees – year after year. And as a burning
forest fire would produce huge amounts of heat in a large area, the updrafts created are
bound to be incomparably larger and stronger, carrying much larger amounts of black
carbon ever higher into the atmosphere, than is possible for an equivalent amount of
wood / biomass burned in a few million distributed kitchen fires over a year. These would
then be prone to ‘transportation’ to all around the globe. The most recent ‘Station Fire’ in
Acton in California itself burned up nearly 44,000 hectares of forests ! How many
complete trees would be that ?
Also consider the fact that a very large no. of American & European families still burn
large quantities of wood for their space-heating needs in winters. An average poor family
kitchen uses about 7-9 KGs of wood in a days cooking, whereas an average space-heating
family will use around 30-40 KGs in a winter day in USA or northern Europe. Why none of
the Black Carbon / ABC studies point these out !! Obviously, there is an agenda hidden
here.
Over and above this, most kitchen fires are lit – naturally within partly-closed kitchens
(which causes large health damages to the poor women and their young children though,
partly because of this lack of ventilation – which causes dangerous SPM build-ups, in some
cases measured to be over 1000 micrograms per Cu. Mtr of air inside the kitchen),
reducing the amount of heat / smoke that leaks out and rises into the atmosphere. With
climate change drying out forests in many places, forest fires are increasing almost
everywhere, putting evermore amounts of smoke / BC into the atmosphere.
In
contradiction, the no. of poor households using biomass / other solid fuels is coming down
as a result of some increased access to other fuels and some better designs of wood /
biomass stoves.
Thus, it is open to serious questioning as to how much of the visible smoke plumes comes
from the kitchen fires, and what percentage comes from forest fires, industrial activities of
fossil-carbon burning, and from fossil-fueled automobiles. The quantity of fossil-carbon
fuels being burnt by the increasing industrial-capitalist segment of even south-Asian
societies (in the darkened footsteps of the ‘modern’ western industrial-capitalist society) –
mainly in their cars, airplanes and mass-production facilities are rising fast, in many
countries of the region. The fuel consumption of the poor is not rising fast.
And it is not a secret that the amount of coal and petroleum products being burned in the
richer countries is far higher than that being burned in the south-Asian nations. Thus, it is
clear that these countries of the global north are contributing far larger amounts of
aerosol emissions (in addition to the GHG emissions), and are far larger contributors to
the Atmospheric Brown Cloud and Black Carbons. This is also borne out by the MODIS
(MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer) image of ‘Aerosol Optical Depth’ that
Prof Ramanathan uses -- sourced from NASA’s Terra satellite -- in their article in Current
Science. Given below – another MODIS image to show both global aerosol spread and
natural or human origin aerosol spreads (Fig. 1) – both busting the myth of ‘kitchen fire of
the poor’ contributing significantly to aerosols / ABC. Asia has lots of aerosols, but large
parts are of natural origin – fine dust, desert sand etc (coarse aerosols), along with may
be bio-mass origin. But larger aerosols are more likely to have much lower atmospheric

residence time -- or precipitate out of the atmosphere much earlier, thus having much
less climate changing impact than finer ones.

Fig. 1 Showing Global Aerosol distribution (top image), and the prevalence of
more
of ‘natural Origin’ aerosols (green) over Asia while N-America & Europe
are
covered with more of finer ‘anthropogenic’ aerosols (red) – bottom
image.

NASA MODIS Image
Also, if there are rising plumes visible from space – from the bio-mass burning Asian poor,
there are much larger dark soot plumes which also are seen from space – from these
large scale forest fires in many industrialized countries. A satellite photo of such large
scale plumes (Fig. 2) – from the recent ‘Station fire’ in California in August 2009, is given
below. You can see the continent-scale smoke-plumes created by the soot / black carbons
and other aerosols. Why don’t UNEP or Ramanathan show any concern for these ?
With all their ‘advanced’ technology and economic resources, it should be far easier for
these governments to control and even eliminate most of these fires. Just one such large
fire in California two years ago, burned down nearly 1800 Sq. Kms of forests, sending as
much dark soot to form brown clouds as may be a hundred million poor families would do
in course of their daily-meal cooking. And these huge forest fires are in no way
‘equivalent’ to the compulsions of daily cooking by the Asian poor families. Neither are
the rich people’s ‘life-style demands’ of large amounts of electricity, big cars etc.
Also, there are large nos. of industries and coal-fired thermal power plants in northern
India (as well as in other countries in the region near the Himalayas – with the enhanced
glacial melting concern in focus) burning millions of tons of coal & oil and emitting
hundreds of thousands of tons of dark suspended particulates into the atmosphere every
year. Just in Delhi-NCR (National Capital Region, including peripheral towns like Gurgaon,
Noida, Faridabad, Ghaziabad etc), there are over 16 lakh (1.6 million) cars (and about 4.4
million motorbikes to add) consuming many million tons of petrol/ diesel, and emitting
lakhs (one lakh is a hundred thousand) of tons of dark soot each year. Don’t these travel
to the Himalayas and get deposited on the glaciers ? Or only the soot from the poorfamily kitchens has that bad habit ?

image)

Fig. 2 ‘Smoke’ from California Forest Fire (Source : NASA – MODIS

Out of the 145,000+ MW of installed electricity generation capacity in India, about 95,000
MW is from coal fired thermal power plants. These consume over 350 million tons coal
each year, generating over 100 million tons of ash (Indian power coal often contains 35%
of minerals – which generates the ash), a significant part of which flies off to the
atmosphere as fine dark particulates. Does anyone show any concern about how this tens
of millions of tons of fine dark particles contribute to the formation of the Atmospheric
Brown Cloud, or adds to the warming of the northern Indian mountain region, or how
much they contribute to the Himalayan glacier melting ? Probably not – because the
electricity thus generated is consumed mostly by the influential upper & middle classes in
India. The 15 lakh+ cars in Delhi-NCR must be contributing a much larger dark soot
component than by the tens millions of poor family kitchens, but no State wants to
confront or challenge the dominating ruling classes and their consumption / emissions.
This is the reason that the coporate-controlled media also selectively picked up the black
carbon from the poor family’s kitchen as a big problem, hiding the fine particulate
emissions from all these sources of the modern industrial-capitalist icons – which might
have a much larger contribution.
Another carefully hidden fact is that the atmospheric life of black carbon generated from
kitchen fires is from a few days (during periods of high humidity / precipitation) to weeks

at most, while that of the power plant / cars/ industries generated fine dark particles stay
longer, and the atmospheric life of carbon dioxide is measured in centuries (100s of
years). Which should we concentrate on, for greater impact reduction ? With most
countries including the giant economy of China following in the same emission-intensive
industrial-capitalist pathway (China is reported to be completing about 50 new coal fired
power plants of 1000 MW capacity each year, as well as being the fastest growing car
market – and the Tibetan Himalayan glaciers will also get black carbon from these Chinese
emissions), contribution by the ‘kitchen fire’ of the poor households pales into
insignificance.
The hidden agenda behind targeting Asia’s poor –
Forest-control, Offsets & Carbon Bazaar
With the fact that the industrial-capitalist system contributes (and fails to prevent the
contribution) far more to the ABC than the poor family’s kitchen-fires, why is attention
being focused on Asia’s poor ? It is estimated that about 70% of Indian households still
use solid fuels (including wood, coal, briquets, dry leaves & grass, cow-dung cakes etc) as
cooking fuel, as these are the only ‘affordable’ and somewhat accessible options. The
‘great dream projection’ of the Indian State – of providing ‘clean LPG’ to every family is
now clear to be impossible and undesirable as well, considering the inevitable peak-oil &
gas (the time when production of these fossil-carbon fuels will attain a peak level and then
decline rapidly) drawing near (and an increasing number of natural gas based fertilizer &
power plants being pushed by both the Govt. and the corporate sector), and also from the
perspective of dispossessing the rural & forest-dwelling poor from their self-accessible fuel
source, and forcing them into the cooking-fuel market.
But those are precisely the game-plan –
a) Bring this vast number (over 170 million households in India alone) of partly fuelself-dependent families into the commercial fuel & stove market, opening more profit
avenues for the large corporates. If they remain self-dependent in terms of their
cooking fuels, how do these capitalists ‘Grow’ their fuel business ? How does the GDP
grow – to enable more coal-fired plants, more steel plants, more cars?
b) Once you are successful in isolating the forest / forest-fringe dwellers from the
sustainable fuel & other supplies from the forests, these forest areas become
available for closer Govt. & corporate controls and -- in the near future, for trading /
offsets etc through mechanisms like REDD.
c) Create a big new emission trading / offsets arena, in the shape of the kitchen fuel
replacement. So the western / northern economies can keep belching CO2 and
‘Offset’ their polluting emissions by buying cheap credits from millions of ‘improved’
kitchen-fires of south Asia, without having to reduce their own emissions in any way.
Doesn’t matter if the total emission keeps increasing upsetting crucial climate
systems of the earth. Doesn’t matter if hundred million or more poor families are
forced into buying un-affordable fuel, forgoing some critically needed food in the
bargain. Doesn’t matter if a few tens of millions of poor people’s lives are ‘offset’.
Doesn’t matter if a few million livelihoods – dependent on the collection, sorting and
selling of biomass fuel, gets lost in the process. All these will probably be considered
“collateral damage”, a la George Bush and the Iraq war.
There is no doubt that the families – particularly the women and younger children staying
close to their mothers – are badly affected by the high levels of particulate pollution
created by the burning of these bio-mass fuels, in pollution-belching stoves, with in
poorly-ventilated kitchens. One fairly large study in Orissa (an eastern province in India)
villages showed that the average suspended particulate (SPM) pollution inside such

kitchens were as high as 1200-1500 micrograms /Cu.Mtr of air, which is frighteningly
higher than the prescribed safe levels for long hours of exposure. Thus the need to
provide these families with something much less polluting and health-impacting is
obvious. The problem arises with the commercialization / market-linkage of this need.
Once this is tied up with the carbon-trading type market mechanisms, the vulnerable poor
families will be subjected to all kinds of exploitations and forced dispossession by the
powerful trading entities and their ‘skilful’ technical consultants / operators / verifiers /
certifiers coterie.
The State has the responsibility of providing its poor with reasonable levels of life-means,
and it cannot be allowed to wriggle out of this by tying up with commercial / trading
interests for any of these. Easy access to cooking fuel that do not slowly kill you by
poisoning the air you breath, should be part of the fundamental rights of every citizen of
this planet, and there is no place for trading this right. What we need to get clear is what
designs are behind these periodic “scientific discoveries”, and targeted media campaigns
(one is reminded of the similar targeted & coordinated media campaign against the really
modern bus rapid transit system in Delhi, trying to promote the road-rights of the few rich
motorists against those of a vastly larger nos. of average Delhi citizens traveling by a
bus), and also how to analyse and challenge these malicious attempts at further
privatization of essentially common resources.
======================================================
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Individual / small-group Activities to Understand and Address
Global Warming
==============================================
Soumya Dutta
Global Warming and the resultant unpredictable climate changes are amongst the most
challenging problems facing humanity today. Though this is a global problem, created
mostly by the last 100 plus years accelerated industrial capitalist system driven by the
western nations – most of the world’s nations are going in similar environment destroying
‘development’ path today.
The large scale solution will depend on human ‘civilisation’ moving away from fossilcarbon fuels as our source of energy, drastically reducing the energy-intensity of our
economies, and adopting ‘development’ paths in harmony with nature and with the
principles of equitable sharing, and well within the recycling capacities of the earth’s
natural systems (the concept of sustainability). This civilisational shift will require action
by nation-states in unison, but even the individual and the small groups / communities
can take significant local actions, to prepare for the inevitable shift.
Here, we will highlight a few possible actions to observe the changes taking place due to
global warming & climate change, understand the contributing factors and even to reduce
our green house gas emissions significantly.
1) As an individual / a family, the first action you can take is to examine your own
energy consumption pattern -- lighting, heating / cooling, commuting, cooking,
travel ….. the entire life style, and reduce consumption wherever possible. Each
small and simple action will help in small measures,
 like replacing filament bulbs with CFLs of comparable lumen outputs,
 replacing inductive chokes of fluorescent tube lights with electronic ones,
 switching to lower-wattage work-specific task lighting/ lights with reflective fittings,
 using electronic regulators for fans,
 using an air cooler instead of an air conditioner,
 when air-conditioners are needed – set higher temperature with room insulation,
 use passive solar heating & cooling, using sun-guard /overhangs, double glazing
etc
 replacing old inefficient appliances by those with BEE marks of four or five stars,
 using public transport as much as possible,
 If cars are used, increase occupancy with people going same way,
 minimize or even eliminate air travel for up to medium distances, use Railways,
 increase cooking efficiency by using broad-bottom vessels & pressure cooking etc,
 switching off unused appliances,
 Solar water heaters are practical, affordable and save large GHG emissions,
 With open access, Solar box or reflective cooking can reduce your cooking-fuel
need,
 share occasionally used equipments / appliances wherever possible
 segregate and help recycle energy-intensive materials like aluminium, steel, other
metals, paper etc . Remember – recycling metals consume a small fraction of the
energy required to produce the same amount of virgin metal from ores, and also
saves a vast amount of water being used & polluted, along with environmental
disasters from mining these ores – mostly located in forested areas.
 stop the culture of use-and-throw, and try possibilities of alternate use,

Each one of these and similar actions will reduce the GHG emission to some extent. If
a large number of people do these voluntarily, there is hope of some small relief.
2) You can undertake basic energy audits in your school, college, office, housing
complex, the street in front etc. There are many unnecessary energy consumption
points, like lights in naturally lighted corridors / rooms, street-lights burning during
day-light hours, heating /cooling in excess, unused but powered-on appliances ……
Calculating the total energy wasted and making them known to people who can
act, might help 'plug the holes'. Electricity meters show monthly consumption of
electricity in KWHr. Consumption by individual appliance / load can be calculated
from their power rating and hours of usage.
For larger reduction, focus on heavy power consuming appliances (air-conditioners,
microwave ovens, flood-lights / powerful street-lights etc),
And those that run for long periods (refrigerators, ceiling fans, living room lights etc).
Energy consumption for cooking can be worked out (LPG – a mixture of Propane &
Butane - gives about 50 Mega-Joules per Kg, and a standard domestic cylinder
contains a little over 15 Kgs), as well as energy consumption for transport.
3) Apart from reducing your personal & family’s energy consumption (which, by
implication means reducing your green house gas emission), you can also actively
help soaking up carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere and reduce emission of
other Green House Gases (GHG) like methane.
- Help green your neighbourhood – trees / tall grasses / wetlands soak-up CO2,
- Rotting garbage emits methane – segregate and turn organic ‘waste’ into
compost,
- Do not burn dry leaves / grasses and dry bio-mass – use in bio-gas generator,
- Reducing bio-mass in solid waste to be dumped in municipal garbage dumps, will
reduce emission of the powerful GHG methane.
4) Groups in schools & science clubs can build low cost weather monitoring stations;
keep regular records & compare to understand the weather phenomenon better.
Weather records of the past can be accessed, and compared with present day
figures (even year long present record built from those available in the print
media).
5) Try to reduce GHG emission by exercising choice in your fuel / energy usage –
subject to availability. Burning coal or coal briquettes for cooking instead of using
LPG as fuel (subject to economic viability), will cause far more GHG emission, for
the same amount of energy used, as LPG’s carbon content per mega-joule of
energy is much less. CNG as motor-fuel emits much less GHG than either petrol or
diesel for the same reason. In addition, this will reduce the emission of healthdamaging suspended particulate matter (SPM). Cycling / walking (and using cyclerickshaws) to & from nearby places – instead of using a motorbike or car, is a small
earth-saving action, despite its seeming insignificance.
Practice yourself and sensitise others to follow.
6) IT WILL BE A GOOD IDEA TO DO 'GHG-EMISSION AUDITS' OF DIFFERENT
EXISTING PRACTICES, in homes, schools, colleges, offices, municipal wards …….
The easiest part is to calculate GHG emission from your electricity consumption –
which is reflected in your monthly / bi-monthly electricity bill, given in Units (one
unit billed is for one Kilo-Watt Hour of electricity consumed at your end). Add the

Transmission & Distribution loss percentage (all-India average is about 20%). For
this increased figure in KWHrs, calculate One-Kg of CO2 emission for each KWHr
consumption, if a very large part of your electricity comes from coal-fired power
plants – about 70% for all-India (though the direct emission by coal-fired power
plants is about 0.8 Kg per KWHr, this do not take into account mining &
transportation energies for coal). For each liter of Petrol you consume (calculate
annual figures for each form of energy), take the CO2 emission to be 2.5-2.6 Kgs,
2.8-3.0 Kgs for each liter of Diesel/ Kerosene burned, and 46 Kgs of CO2 emitted
for each domestic cylinder of LPG completely used as fuel.
7) There are large amounts of energies used to manufacture the materials we use for
all kinds of purposes, and this is called the embodied energy of that material.
Aluminum has a very large embodied energy for every Kilogram of the material,
followed by steel, cement, paper etc.
More complex manufactured goods also
consume huge amounts of energy, like electronics, pharmaceuticals etc. The
figures for embodied energy of these will be available from appropriate sources.
Understanding what material and what process consumes what amount of energy,
will help in planned reduction in consumption.
8) For somewhat scientifically equipped groups, the determination of heat loss from
large energy consuming commercial / industrial buildings, even with low cost infrared cameras and IR sensitive films, can be a good activity to identify and bring
down large heat losses. Simple activities can be undertaken to identify, measure &
even counter to some degree the “urban heat island” effect. Heat absorption of
different types of terrains can be measured per unit area, for understanding, and
possible remedial action.
9) Flood irrigation is a major source of methane, apart from a big drain on available
water resources. There are methods developed which work well without flooding
the field particularly for the wide-spread rice cultivation (SRI is one such method).
Try to gather credible information, learn and generate awareness among user
groups (here rice farmers).
10) It is very important to understand the nature of Green House Gas 'pollution' and
the global nature of its effect. The atmosphere that is polluted is a Global
Commons, and no amount of conservation action by any one community or even
an entire nation will be enough. That is why, you must, as a collective raise voices,
increase awareness and put pressure on Governments and business, to both make
right policies and encourage remedial action as local, national & global priorities.
a) When big forests or green areas are submerged under water as in artificial
reservoirs of big dams, lots of methane emission takes place, in addition to loss of
forests as large carbon sink. Generate awareness about this and resist.
b) Old-growth natural forests are one of the best CO2 sinks on land. When these
are cut down in the name of ‘development’ (mines / factories / townships ..), the
CO2 emission will shoot-up from both removal of a good sink, and from the new
source.
This needs very close scrutiny and strict regulation.
these

c) Wet lands / agricultural fields / grass-lands also act as CO2 sinks. Replacing

by residential or industrial town-ships – which emit far more GHGs per unit area,
are

negative actions for Global Warming, and need to be resisted.
11) The poorer communities do not even have access to any significant amount of
commercial energy, and it has to be seen that they are given this access at an
affordable cost. If we ban filament bulbs w/o making them much cheaper for the
poor, they will have to switch to burning any dry bio-mass they get free, suffering
from health problems and increasing GHG emission further in the process. These
considerations are to be raised and forced into public consciousness, and also into
State policies.
12) Overall temperature increase and changes in expected weather patterns are
already happening in many places. Large scale loss of mustard in Rajasthan due to
unusual cold & ground-frost in January 2008, large loss of Litchi & mango crops
due to sustained un-seasonal rains this summer, devastating drought in
Bundelkhand, loss of apple crops in Himachal & Uttarakhand … these are already
realities.
How farmers – who are called the backbones of the nation, but hardly ever
supported in that fashion – can have access to crucial short-term weather
information, can prepare for some mitigating action etc, is an area calling for
strong understanding and joint action by all stake holders.
13) Water availability is directly affected by climate change. Over half of India depends
on the Himalayan rivers, and a major source of these rivers – glaciers are shrinking
fast. According to a study by Space Applications Centre, glaciers in the Indian
Himalayas has shrunk by 21% by area in the last 40 odd years. And this is just in
response to an increase of one degree Celsius in average temperature. Another
recent study by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology says that by 2050,
north India will experience a temperature rise of 3-4 degree Celsius !! What will
happen to the glaciers and the glacial melt water that feeds these rivers for nearly
5-6 months a year ?? What will happen to the soil-moisture and soil productivity ?
Another study estimates (w/o taking into account this temperature rise at all) that
by 2025, India’s per person water availability will reduce to 1340 Cu.Mtr per year,
from today’s figure of 1820 Cu.Mtr. !!
Concerted and drastic actions will be required to critically look at our major water
consumption areas, see what possibilities exist for reducing waste-full use, bring in
recycling of water in many spheres.
14) Many plant and animal species are very sensitive to the temperature of their
immediate environment. Observing and recording how these are responding to the
general warming and also to the shifting seasons, will be an important action to
plan for any intelligent response. Some farmers in Haryana & Punjab have already
reported a shift in the cultivating season of ‘Chana’, which is eating into the winter
wheat season. Biodiversity may be threatened by one species responding with a
different time-shift than another which is dependent or serving the first.
Careful observation and documentation of such changes will help prepare us for
any meaningful response.
15) In response to the overall warming, increased sea surface temperature etc,
several natural disasters are increasing either in frequency or strength.
Documenting these changes at the ground level is critical for community security.

Mapping vulnerable areas, the degrees of risk and vulnerability of different
geographic and social zones will be critically needed in the coming years.
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